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II. SUMMARY 

Spark ignition engines are a significant source of air pollution. Emissions are 

most severe in the period after the engine has been started from cold. This is because 

fuel enrichment is needed to ensure reliable combustion in the cold cylinder. The 

problem is compounded by the exhaust treatment catalyst not reaching operating 

temperature until some minutes after starting. As the majority of car usage is for short 

journeys, engines spend much of their time in this high emission operating regime. 

One route to reducing emissions is to improve mixture preparation. This is 

Particularly effective after a cold start as less enrichment is required to ensure 

combustion. The ainl of this project has been to evaluate a Vortex'Amplifier as a route 

to improving ll1ixture preparation. 

The vortex anlplifier is a no moving parts fluidic control device. It regulates a 

large volume supply flow by imparting s~ir1 to it with a small volume control flow. 

The control flow vortex creates a region of highly turbulent flow at the device outlet 

which possesses the potential to atomise a fuel spray. 

The VA has been tested experimentally. The sprays produced by the vortex 

amplifier were lueasured by a laser diffraction technique. Numerical analysis has also 

been undertaken to determine the motion of droplets within the vortex chamber and the 

potential of the flow to disrupt a fuel spray. 

The vortex mnplifier has been found to be a highly effective atomiser. It 

produces sprays with a Sauter mean diameter approximately half the size of the best 

-. CUrrent technology. However the spray impacts on the walls of any pipework 

downstream of the VA due to the high tangential velocities in the flow exiting the VA. 

This problem currently precludes engine us'e, but suggestions for improving the 

situation are contained in the recommendations for future work. 



III. NOMENCLATURE 

Many subsidiary variables are defined locally and are not included in this list. 

Variables 

A area 

Co discharge coefficient 

cp specific heat at constant pressure 

de V A throat diameter 

h V A chamber height 

R density 

Re Reynolds number 

6 of] h ° Cp specI IC eat ratIo -
Cv 

Peo control to outlet pressure difference 

Pso supply to outlet pressure difference 

Pes control to supply pressure difference 

Q volume flow rate 

Qs supply flow rate 

Qe control flow rate 

QT outlet flow rate 

Abbreviations 

BDC bottom dead centre 

BMEP brake mean effective pressure 

BSFC brake specific fuel consumption 

CPR control pressure ratio 

EVC exhaust valve closing 

EVa exhaust valve opening 

IVC inlet valve closing 

Iva inlet valve opening 



TDC 

TDR 

VA 

VGVA 

top dead centre 

tum down ratio 

vortex Amplifier 

variable geometry vortex amplifier 
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Chapter J Introduction 

CHAPTER ~1 

Introduction 

A summary of the emission problems of the Spark Ignition 

Engine, and the potential for enhanced mixture preparation to 

improve performance. 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

I. Introduction 

The environmental impact of the motor vehicle has been of increasing concern 

since the arrival of mass motor manufacture in the 1950s and 1960s. It has been 

estimated that cars account for 10000 billion cubic metres of exhaust fumes world-wide 

annually (Nieuwenhuis et al. 1 t p. 20). Although more than 97% of vehicle exhaust 

emissions consists of non toxic substances (e.g. water, carbon dioxide, oxygen and 

nitrogen), the large volume of exhaust emitted means that the remaining 2-3% can have 

significant environmental impact. In view of this most governments have introduced 

legislation to control vehicular emissions. 

Californian legislation, passed in 1990, requires progressively higher proportions 

of new cars to be Low Emission Vehicles (LEV) and Ultra Low Emission Vehicles 

(ULEV) in the period 1994-2003. Additionally, from 1998, a steadily increasing 

proportion of vehicles must produce no emissions at the point of use, which will require. 

the introduction of electric vehicles. As an indication of the stringency of these limits, 

laboratories have encountered problems measuring emissions from prototype ULEV s as 

they are often lo\ver than the background pollution. 

The climate of California, which promotes the occurrence of atmospheric smog, 

has meant that the Californian legislation has tended to lead the world. However the 

requirements of European legislation are now approaching those of California. The EC 

introduced linli ts that required all new cars registered in the region after December 1992 

to be equipped with three way catalytic converters. These limits ~ere updated in 1996 

and will be again in 2000. As European legislation includes methane" emissions in the 

Hydrocarbon (H C) content, the European 2000 limits may be as challenging to 

manUfacturers as meeting the Californian ULEV targets (Hadded et al?). Emission 

limits in the EC and California are summarised in Figure 1. 

----------------------
t Documents are referenced in this thesis in numerical order of appearance and listed in the references at the rear. 
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Emissio n tinlits are now one of the major factors influencing engine design. 

Three way catalys ts will only operate effectively if the engine bums a stoichiometric 

mixture so their introduction meant that all cars had to be fitted with engine 

management systenls and electronic fuel injection. Meeting future emission limits is 

likely to require the introduction of further new technology. 

One of the largest challenges facing manufacturers is the expected inclusion of 

the initial warnl up phase, currently unmeasured, in the measurement cycle in the new 

European standards for the year 2000. Results from the American test cycle FTP75 

show that appro/ inlately 80% of unburned hydrocarbon emissions occur during the first 

125 seconds of warnl up, and only 20% occur in the remaining 2375 seconds (quoted in 

AShley3). Clearly reducing emissions during warm up is essential if engines are to meet 

future limits. 

Several methods for achieving this are under considerati~n. During warm up, 

exhaust gas aJlcr-treatlnent could be improved with an electrically heated or close 

coupled catalyst. More sophisticated engine management systems could reduce air-fuel 

ratio excursions during engine transients. Extremely retarded ignition could produce 

hot exhaust gases to bring the catalyst to working temperature rapidly. It is li.kely that 

some combinat ion of Ineasures will be required, and the performance of any such 

strategy would be enhanced by improving the preparation of the air-fuel mixture. 

Good mixture preparation is essential for low emission combustion. Current 

fuel injectors arc low pressure (typically 2 bar) pintle designs. These produce droplets 

with a Sauter mean dialneter (SMD) of 100-150Jlm, which can be improved to around 

14 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

50Jlm at part load by manifold driven air shrouding. Further improvement would seem 

to require a ncw method of atomisation. However the current pintle injectors are 

reasonably cheap to Inanufacture and are easily incorporated within an electronic engine 

management systeln. The current proj ect aims to evaluate the potential to improve the 

atomisation of a fuel jet from this design of injector by directing it into an extremely 

turbulent air flo\\,. This airflow will be produced by a fluidic control device known as a 

Vortex Amplifier (VA). This device is being used as previous work has shown that it 

can improve fucl consumption by reducing pumping work (Abdul-Wahab4
). If it can 

also improve l1lixture preparation it could be used to enhance the performance of SI 

engines in tenl1S of both efficiency and emissions. 

II. rJlixture Preparation. 

In a sp~lrk ignition (SI) engine, fuel enters the cylinder in three forms: as a 

vapour, as fine 1 iquid droplets carried in the air-stream, and as a film of liquid from the 

manifold wall. The relative amount of fuel in each form varies depending on engine 

temperature, speed, and manifold vacuum, but under cold starting conditions the fuel 

entrained fronl the Inanifold wall is highly significant. It is this poor mixture 

distribution that necessitates the use of low air-fuel ratios to ensure combustion when 

starting from cold, \vith the attendant problems of low economy and high emissions. In 

carburetted and Single Point Injection (SPI) systems the problem is exacerbated by fuel 

maldistribution to the cylinders. At cold start this cylinder to cylinder variability is 

increased due to: 

i) The 111anifold handling large quantities of liquid fuel. 

ii) Low engine speed leading to low gas velocities for mixing. 

The nlaldistribution makes necessary a further decrease in air to fuel ratio to 

prevent misfiring in the weaker cylinders. Thus after cold start, low fuel economy and 

high emissions, particularly of unburned hydrocarbons, are unavoidable in a carburett~d 

engine. 

The situation is better with multi-point fuel injection (MPI). The effects of fuel 

maldistribution are al1nost eliminated, as the fuel is metered into the intake port. This 

means that the degree of enrichment required to give reliable starting is lower. In 

addition fuel injection gives the advantage of higher maximum power, as the pressure 

15 
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drop across the carburettor is eliminated. It also allows closed loop control of air to fuel 

ratios (necessary for the use of catalytic converters), as the injector can be incorporated 

into an engine management system, with feedback from an oxygen sensor in the exhaust. 

However numerical simulation shows that significant amounts of fuel are still impacted 

onto the inlet port walls during injection (Bland and Saunders5
). Thus some degree of 

mixture enrichment is still required whenever the engine is started. The emission 

problems associated with this are compounded by the fact that the exhaust system takes 

some time to reach the operating temperature of the catalyst. 

As car usage is frequently for short journeys, the increased em.issions caused by 

mixture enrichment and cold catalysts contribute significantly to the total pollution 

caused by automobiles. Clearly there is potential for significant emissions and economy 

benefits to be obtained from improved mixture preparation, even considering only the 

enhancement this would provide at start up. If fuel-air mixing is improved, there is also 

the potential to utilise the resulting ability of the engine to burn leaner mixtures, to 

further improve economy. 

III. Improving Mixture Preparation' 

1II.i Target droplet sizes. 

Improving atomisation has the potential to reduce droplet sizes to such an extent 

that no fuel is deposited on the intake port walls and all the fuel is carried along in the 

air-stream. The equation of motion for an individual droplet in a flowing gas stream is 

(from Heywood6 
): 

where Dd is the droplet diameter, Pf and Pg are the liquid and gas densities, vd 

and v g are the droplet and gas velocities, ii is the droplet acceleration, g th~ 

acceleration due to gravity, and CD the drag coefficient. For 6<Re<500 the drag 

coefficient is a strong function of Reynolds number, Re: 

CD = 27 Re-O
.
S4 
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For 900 bends, drops of 10 J.lm diameter are basically carried by the air stream 

«10 % impacting); practically all droplets larger than 25 J.lm impact on the walls. The 

target is clearly to have an injector capable of producing a spray in which all the 

droplets are 10~lln or less in size. Current low pressure manifold fuel injectors do not 

achieve this. The range of droplet sizes produced by current fuel injectors is ill-defined 

as it varies with 111anifold vacuum, air flow rate, and injection timing. The finest sprays 

are produced by air-shrouded injectors producing a conical spray. The atomisation 

achieved is strongly dependent on the pressure difference between the intake manifold 

and the atmosphere. SMDs of 50 J.lm are achievable under idle conditions but increase 

to above 100 ~lln, at wide open throttle. This is the same as an unshrouded injector, 

which is the technology currently used on most production vehicles (Lenz7
). Injectors 

without air shrouding have less variation in SMD with manifold vacuum, a slight 

increase being noticeable as vacuum increases, due to the decreasing air density. 

Whilst a target droplet size of 10J.lm is desirable, any reduction in droplet sizes 

will tend to inlprove the mixture preparation, and hence the engine performance. For 

example, reducing the SMD of the spray produced by an injector from 176J.lm to 85J.lm 

gave a 3% improvenlent in fuel economy and an 8% reduction in HC emissions in 

engine tests (Kashiwaya and Kosuge8
). 

IIl.ii Devices to improve atomisation. 

Many devices exist to improve mixture preparation. The aim of such devices is 

either to supply heat to the intake manifold to increase the proportion of evaporated fuel, 

or to increase the shearing forces on the droplets to reduce their size. Using the 

turbulent flow ina V A to improve atomisation falls into the second category. Both 

these strategies have drawbacks associated with them. Supplying extra heat to the 

manifold decreases the density of the charge drawn into the cylinder. Thus the 

volumetric efficiency of the engine is reduced, lowering the maxim~. power. 

Additionally the til11e taken for the fuel to evaporate introduces, a time lag during engine 

transients, making control of air to fuel ratio difficult. The disadvantage of atomising 

devices is that most inlpose a pressure drop on the intake flow, which also reduces 

volumetric efficiency. 

17 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

Several ll1ethods of decreasing spray SMD by shattering the droplets in a high 

velocity air strc~lln exist, though only the air shrouded injector has gained widespread 

acceptance. Two exall1ples of devices that aim to improve mixture preparation by 

reducing droplet size are Hartmann whistle atomisers and sonic throat carburettors. 

FUEL :N---1 

AIR IN---1 

Figure 2 Hartmann whistle atomiser 

I 

I I " 
I I " 

I I " ,," 

I I "" " 
I "" " 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

/ / ".;1' ,." 

"" ... ",,,,," 

These devices were tested and compared with conventional manifolds 

(Nightingale and Tsatsami9
). In the Hartmann whistle a standing wave is set up in the 

device by directing high-pressure air into a cap at the end of the nozzle. This can give 

excellent atomisation, producing droplets with a characteristic size of less than 10 J.lm 

for a supply pressure of 140 kN/m2
, which is superior to more conventional air-blast 

atomisers (15-30 J.lm). However this atomisation was negated by the spray impacting 

with the throttle plate, and it is not practicable to mount the Hartmann whistle 

downstream of the throttle. 

The sonic throat carburettor is a converging-diverging nozzle that maintains 

sonic velocity at the throat over a wide range of operating conditions. Introducing the 

fuel near the throat produces droplet sizes around the value of 10 J.lm for any rig 

depression over 50 ll1nl Hg. As the throat area can be varied to throttle the flow, there is 

no problem with droplets impacting on the throttle plate. However it was found that the 

velocity of the droplets meant that, unless an extension tube was added after the sonic 

throat carburettor to allow decelenltion of the flow, then the spray impacted on the 

18 
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manifold wall opposite the carburettor. Under bonnet space restrictions mean that the 

extension tube is impracticable. 

It is clear that the energy used in throttling the air for part load operations could 

atomise the spray effectively. Indeed characteristic droplet sizes produced in the flow 

past a partially closed throttle plate are frequently of the order of 5 Jlm. However the 

butterfly type of throttle valve means that the mixture passes it in two high velocity 

streams. The general turbulence of these streams together with their proximity to the 

walls leads to the droplets being deposited. In addition their velocity makes subsequent 

changes in direction difficult to accomplish without significant numbers of droplets 

impacting. 

In the VA the SaIne turbulent flow, with rapid shearing between layers of fluid, 

exists, but it is i 11 a nluch Inore self contained form. It is hoped that the air flow through 

the VA could atolnise droplets in the same way as the flow past a butterfly valve or 

through a sonic throat carburettor. However the lower axial velocity of the airflow will 

allow the mixture to navigate changes of direction downstream without droplets being 

deposited on the walls. 

II I. iii Previous attempts to use a Vortex to improve mixture 

preparation. 

In an undergraduate project at Sheffield University (Acton and Allen10
), a 

vortex inducing nlanifold was placed downstream of the carburettor. It was hoped that 

the vortex flow i 11 this nlanifold would atomise the fuel supply from the carburettor. 

Engine tests showed ilnprovement in Brake Specific Fuel Consump~ion (BSFC) at some 

engine conditions, compared with the normally carburetted engine. The improved 

mixture preparation also extended the engines lean mixture limit. The improvement in 

BSFC at a Brake Mean Effective Pressure (BMEP) is shown in Figure 3. 

19 
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Unfortunately this improvement could not be sustained across the engines whole 

operating range. Significant quantities of fuel were observed being centrifuged against 

the wall of the manifold. Also any mixture distribution problems at the carburettor 

persisted into the chamber. Even allowing for these obvious shortcomings the results 

are reasonably encouraging. 

The current proj ect works on the same principle of using a vortex flow to 

atomise a spray. It is hoped that injecting the spray directly into the centre of the vortex 

will extend this improvement in mixture preparation to all engine operating conditions. 

By introducing the fuel into the most turbulent part of the flow opportunity for 
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atomisation is maximised, and the risk of centrifugal effects depositing the droplets on 

chamber walls is minimised. 

The V A has the potential to improve mixture preparation, and thus improve 

BSFC and reduce emissions, particlllarly in the cold start regime. Also as the p'ressure 

drop across the VA can be varied it should achieve this improvement with a minimal 

loss in power output. 
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Review of Vortex Amplifiers 

Chapter 2 reviews the literature on characteristics and 

behaviour of Vortex Amplifiers. It also summarises the factors that 

indicate the Vortex Amplifier could be used to improve mixture 

preparation. 



Chapter 2 Review of Vortex Amplifiers 

I. Introduction 

The Vortex Amplifier (VA) is a no-moving-part fluidic device, which controls 

flow. It is designed to modulate a large volume supply flow with a smaller control flow. 

This is achieved by using the control flow, which is at a higher pressure, to impart 

tangential momentum to the supply flow as it passes through a cylindrical chamber. 

The tangential momentum sets up a vortex flow within the chamber, which increases 

the flow resistance, and thus reduces the flow. By varying the amount of control flow 

the intensity of the vortex can be regulated. This controls the amount of flow through 

the chamber. 

The most common design of VA is the radial vortex amplifier. It consists of a 

short cylindrical chamber with three ports: an axial outlet, a radial entrance for supply 

flow and a tangential entrance for the control flow. This design is shown in Figure 4. 

The axial vortex amplifier works on the same principle but has an axial supply flow 

inlet. Although only one supply and control port are illustrated in Figure 4, in practice 

multiple supply and control ports are used to ensure goodradial distribution of the flow. 

When the control flow i~ zero then the supply flow passes through the vortex 

chamber to the outlet with a negligible pressure drop. This is termed the normal state. 

When the control flow is increased a vortex flow field forms inside the chamber. This 

reduces the supply flow rate. When the control flow is increased sufficiently the vortex 

resistance will completely stop the supply flow. This is termed the vortex state. This is 

the minimum flow through the chamber for a given supply-to outlet pressure drop. Any 

further increase in control flow will cause the outflow to rise again. The minimum 

control flow required to reduce the supply flow to zero is called the cut-off flow. 
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Figure 4 Schematic of a Vortex Amplifier 

Two ratios that are used to evaluate VA perfonnance are: 

i) The turndown ratio (TDR): 

TDR = QMAX = Maximum flow rate 
Qcc Cutoff control flow rate 

ii) The cut-off control pressure ratio (CPR): 

CPR = P ceo = Control to outlet pressure at cut off 
Pso Supply to outlet pressure 

The TDR measures how much the VA can reduce the flow through the VA, and 

the CPR measures the pressure required to achieve this reduction. The CPR of a vortex 

amplifier will always be greater than one, as control pressure must be greater than 

SUpply pressure to achieve cut off. 
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A typical characteristic for a vortex amplifier, nonnalised with respect to 

maximum flow, is shown in Figure 5. This is a proportional type characteristic. The 

contribution made by the supply and control flows to the total flow is shown. 
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Figure 5 Proportional VA Characteristics 

A different type of VA characteristic is shown in Figure 6, which is usually 

referred to as bistable. It can be seen that a region of the characteristic exists where 

there are three values of total outflow for each value of the control to supply pressure 

ratio. Under most conditions the VA will display hysteretic behaviour, jumping from 

A-B as the control flow is increased, and D-C as it is reduced. This bistability is due to 

negative resistance surge and transport delay surge, which will be explained later. 
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Figure 6 Bistable Vortex Amplifier Characteristics 

Although proportional amplifiers have the advantage of being able to control the 

flow smoothly over a range of flow values it is possible to achieve significantly better 

TDR and CPR values with bistable amplifiers. 

Increasing knowledge of the factors affecting. VA behaviour has allowed 

designers to improve V A performance. Obviously a well designed VA aims at a high 

TDR in conjunction with a low CPR. Values ofTDR = 22 for CPR = 4.011
, TDR = 20 

for CPR = 3.012 and TDR = 8 for CPR = 2.013
, have been achieved by Chow, Syred, and 

Gebben respectively. A few years later Brombach 14 generated an envelope of optimum 

design. He produced this by gathering results from a wide range of authors, with 

various authors presenting results lying on the envelope curve for a small length of the 

-. envelope. After an extensive study, King15 produced a design algorithm, and used it to 

construct a VA that gave a significant improvement on this envelope. These results are 

summarised in Figure 7. 
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II. Steady State Flow Visualisation 
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Flow visualisation work on the VA has shown a complex three-dimensional 

flow structure in the vortex state. Asquith 16 performed a series of tests on a VA, using 

water as the working fluid, by injecting ink into various parts of the flow. His 

representation of the flow at the vortex state is shown in Fig~.lre 8. It contains a number 

of distinct regions. At the outer edge of the VA is a mixing region of the control and 

Supply flows, which depending on the geometry and pressures used in the tests 

-. sometimes contained precessing vortices. Along the chamber end walls there is flow 

towards the centre of the chamber in the boundary layer. Outside the boundary layer 

there is a region of zero radial flow, which is often termed the 'spinning doughnut'. At 

the VA exit the flow is highly complex with a core of reversed flow surrounded by a 

number of precessing vortices. 

The reversed flow at the outlet of the VA is extremely important to 

understanding VA behaviour. The conservation of angular momentum in the vortex 

flow leads to very high velocities, and thus high dynamic heads, near the centre of the 

chamber. This leads to the low static pressure that sets up the reversed core. 
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The reversed core causes a blockage to flow through the chamber, which leads to 

the high resistance of the VA in the vortex state. In the vortex state shown in Figure 8, 

the reversed core is attached to the vortex chamber roof. However at lower levels of 

swirl the reverse flow will form a free stream stagnation point in the VA outlet. As the 

swirl is increased this stagnation point moves towards the VA chamber roof, reducing 

the outlet flow area. Thus the resistance of the VA is increased as the swirl level 

increases. If the rate of this increase in resistance with increased control flow is large 

enough a negative resistance region is formed. Such a region can be seen in the 

bistable characteristic shown in Figure 6. The step change in VA resistance observed 

when measuring bistable characteristics can be understood as the free stream stagnation 

point jumping to attach to the VA chamber roof. 

King17 studied air flow through a VA by taking velocity measurements with a 

hot wire probe. His velocity measurements for a VA in the vortex state are shown in 

Figure 9. They are presented as contour plots of radial, tangential and axial components 

of velocity. 

These velocity n1easurements largely agreed with the flow structure observed by 

Asquith. In particular he found a core of reversed flow at the outlet which was attached 

to the vortex chamber back wall at the vortex state. He also found large velocity 

fluctuations in the flo\v in the outlet diffuser, which indicate precessing vortices. 

Although he found an area of reversed radial flow it was much smaller in extent than the 

'spinning doughnut' observed by Asquith and was at a smaller radius in the vortex 

_. chamber. Many researchers such as Haider18 have found no evidence of the 'spinning 

doughnut', particularly in VAs of low aspect ratio. This is assumed to be due to the 

boundary layer, which contains radial flow, filling the entire height of the VA. The VA 

studied by King was a low aspect ratio device. He attributed the reversed radial flow to 

the presence of the recirculating flow from the reversed flow core at the centre of the 

VA. 
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III. Steady Flow Characteristics 

The VA can be viewed as a 3 terminal device (supply inlet, control inlet and 

outlet). Flow is controlled by three pressure differences (supply to outlet {Pso}, control 

to outlet {P co} and control to supply {P cs}) and three volumetric flow rates (supply 

flow {Qs}, control flow {Qc} and outlet flow {QT})' Due to the requirements of 

continuity and pressure summation only two of the pressures and two of the flow rates 

are independent if incompressible flow is assumed. 

The steady flow characteristics of the VA are traditionally evaluated by holding 

one pressure difference constant, usually P so' and varying the others. This produces a 

family of characteristics. Such a family, with constant P co' is shown in Figure 10. 
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u 
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Variation 01 control flow with supply 'low at several outlet 
depressions 

Figure 10 Steady Flow Characteristics for a VA under a range of control to outlet pressure dropsl9. 

To perform a dimensional analysis of the VA the required variables are fluid 

density p, viscosity 11 and a characteristic length I, along with the two independent flow 

rates and two independent pressures. Such an analysis was underta~en by Boucher and 

I<itsios19 giving the four following dimensionless groups:-

F pp co 1 Q c Q sPes = 0 (( ) ~ J 
~l ' 12 ( P co / P ) Yz ' 12 ( P co / P ) Yz ' p co 
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Data similar to that presented in Figure 10 was replotted, using the following 

normalised variables, derived from the dimensionless groups by eliminating 1, and 

normalising to standard density:-

The data plotted using the normalised groups all collapses accurately onto one 

curve, as shown in Figure 11. This demonstrates independence from the first 

dimensionless group, which is a form of Reynolds number. Thus only one set of 

characteristics is required to characterise a VA. This agrees with the experimental data 

of Wormley and Richardson2o which shows that VA characteristics are relatively 

insensitive to Reynolds number (Re):-

Re. = Q max 

2 1rrcll 

for Re>750 for tests up to Re = 3300. This independence of Reynolds number is 

perhaps slightly surprising given that the flow in the chamber is dominated by boundary 

layer effects, and that losses in such flow are Reynolds number dependent. This 

supports the view that chamber losses are minor in comparison with the energy 

dissipation in the swirling exit flow. Such flows are relatively insensitive to Reynolds 

number effects. 
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IV. Effect of Geometry on Vortex Amplifier 

Characteristics 

The geometry of a VA is usually defined in tenns four dimensionless ratios. 

These are:-

H . hR' (H) chamber height elg t abo = ------'---
exit hole radius 

R d· R' (R) chamber radius a IUS abo = ------
exit hole radius 

C I Ar R
· control port area 

ontro ea abo = -----.,;;..---
exit hole area 

. supply port area 
Supply Area Rabo = -=....::...~=-----

eXIt hole area 

Wonnley and Richardson evaluated the effect of these ratios upon the Y A 

behaviour. Their conclusions are summarised in the following paragraphs. 

The supply area ratio has a negligible effect on amplifier characteristics 

providing it is greater than three in value. As the supply port acts as a resistance 

between the supply pressure and the chamber it has no effect at cut-off flow. If the 

SUPply area ratio is reduced below three, the effect of the supply port resistance becomes 
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significant and reduces the supply flow rate, thus limiting the maximum flow rate 

through the VA. This clearly reduces TDR. 

Control area ratio has a strong influence on the VA characteristic. To 

understand this consider flow through a VA at a constant supply-to-outlet pressure drop. 

A decrease in control area ratio causes a given control flow to reduce the total flow by a 

larger amount. This is because for a given control flow a smaller control port area gives 

a control jet of higher velocity, creating a stronger vortex. The cost is an increase in the 

control pressure required20 for a given control flow. Thus, as control area ratio is 

decreased, both TDR and CPR increase. However, for values of control area ratio less 

than 0.1, values of TDR become relatively insensitive to the control port area, and may 

even decrease slightly due to mixing losses. 

The radius ratio also exerts a strong influence on the VA characteristic and 

detennines whether its behaviour is proportional or bistable. A VA with a large radius 

ratio exhibits proportional behaviour. Usually the minimum radius ratio for this to be 

the case is 14. With decreasing radius ratio, the TDR of the VA incre~ses but at the cost 

of a larger bistable region in the flow characteristic. This is because in a VA of large 

radius ratio the chamber end walls have a larger area. The frictional losses in the V A 

chamber increase, thus damping out the instability effects that lead to bistable 

behaviour. 

As the height ratio is reduced below 2 the chamber tum down ratio increases. 

This is because the resistance of the chamber to pure control flow increases, reducing 

_ the cut off control flow. However decreasing the height ratio tends to. increase levels of 

. internally generated noise. Thus the height ratio chosen for a VA will be a trade off 

between the demands of high TDR and low noise operation. It should be noted that the 

height should not be reduced to the point where the curtain area around the exit is 

smaller than the exit hole area. This would mean the exit would not be the primary 

restriction on outflow. The exit hole curtain area is 21treh, the exit ~ole area is 1tre2, and 

so the height ratio must be greater than 0.5. 

King
15 

describes four other factors that also influence the VA behaviour. These 

are: 

• the length of the parallel section in the outlet throat 
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• the blending radius between the VA chamber and exit throat 

• the area ratio of the outlet diffuser 

• the geometry of the VA backwall opposite the VA exit. 

A parallel section in the outlet throat increases both the supply and control flow 

resistance and hence decreases both TDR and CPR. A blending radius reduces the 

supply flow resistance which increases TDR. However if too large a radius is used the 

control flow resistance will be affected which reduces this benefit. Manufacturing the 

VA to include a pip on the backwall of the vortex chamber opposite the outlet has been 

found to improve perfonnance if the control area ratio is small. All these factors and the 

four main VA geonletric ratios can be optimised for either high TDR, low CPR or low 

noise by following the design algorithm set out by King. 

v. Vortex Amplifier Instability. 

Steady flow in the vortex amplifier has often been observed to be very unstable, 

Which has led to difficulties in obtaining complete steady flow characteristics. Tippets22 

identified three causes of instability in VAs. These are:-

i) Flow field instability. 

ii) Negative resistance surge. 

iii) Transport delay surge. 
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Figure 12 Negative Resistance Surge 

Flow field instability in a vortex chamber is due to the oscillating flow structures 

in the VA such as precessing vortices and vortex breakdown in the exit pipe. The 

amount of flow instability caused by these effects is small except in the unlikely event 

that the oscillation occurs at a resonant frequency of the system. 

Negative resistance surge is similar to the surge commonly encountered in fans 

or pumping systems. It is not a property of the VA but of the interaction of the VA and 

the system in which it is contained. Most VA characteristics have a negative resistance 

region where the flow increases as the supply pressure decreases. Consider the flow at 

a point X in Figure 12. This figure shows a family of supply flow characteristics 

intersecting the load line of a regulating valve. Each characteristic is at constant P co. 
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As the control pressure drop increases it throttles the supply flow, increasing the 

pressure in the supply manifold. Point X lies in the negative resistance region of one of 

the constant P co characteristics. 

In a positive resistance region, such as at point B, a fluctuation causing an 

increase in supply manifold pressure decreases the flow through the regulating valve 

and increases the supply flow through the VA. This tends to restore the pressure to its 

original value. In the negative resistance region at point X, flow is obviously unstable 

as a slight increase in the supply pressure causes flow through the valve to be greater 

than that through the supply port. This causes further increase in the supply pressure 

until point A on the graph is reached, where the control flow characteristic has positive 

resistance. Flow will then oscillate between points A and B on the regulating valve load 

line. It can be seen that this instability is strongly dependent upon the interaction with 

other components in the system as a different valve characteristic would change the 

conditions where the instability occurred. 

Transport delay surge is caused by a mismatch between the ra~e at which supply 

and control flows change. For instance, in the series of events depicted in Figure 13, 

Control flow is increased, thus increasing the strength of the vortex in the VA chamber. 

The inertia of the supply flow means that it does not instantly adjust to the new value 

and so a surge of supply flow arrives in the chamber, in this case causing negative 

Control flow. This in tum causes the control flow to surge as the supply flow drops, 

repeating the process. 
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Both transport delay surge and negative. resistance surge are caused by 

interaction between the VA and the circuit in which it is being used. Both can be 

prevented around an operating point by making appropriate modifications to the circuit. 
. . 

To prevent transport delay surge, which is the most serious instability there are two 

strategies:-

i) inertial balancing. Extra control pipe is added to reduce the flow mismatch. 

The amount of pipe is usually found by cut-and-try methods. Too much pipe 

reintroduces the surge at a higher frequency. 

ii) capacitive decoupling. A large air volume is attached to the supply port. 

Although these strategies can give stable VA behaviour around an operating 

point, it is usually not possible to render a normally bistable VA stable across its entire 

operating range. 

VI. VA Modelling. 

Wormley23 describes a steady state model for a VA. He considered the chamber 

flow field as three separate regions:- an inlet mixing region, a mairi chamber region and 

an exit region. He developed both an inviscid and a viscous model. Viscous behaviour 

is simulated by a boundary layer coefficient. The geometrical effects predicted by his 

tnodel are much the same as those observed experimentally. 
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Much work (Kitsios24, M025) has been done at Sheffield University in 

developing a lumped parameter dynamic model for predicting the small signal response 

of a VA. This work models the VA circuit using transition line modelling in which all 

the losses in pipes are modelled as lumped resistance and the dynamic response is 

modelled as lumped capacitance and inertia. 

Kitsios followed Anderson's26 approach. He modelled the VAs response as a 

combination of two time delays. The first was a pure time delay, Tl, representing the 

transport of the new conditions to the chamber exit. The second was a first order lag, 

T2, arising from driving the spinning doughnut inertia to a new state. Therefore the 

transfer function of the chamber was:-

e -sT. 

G(s) = K 1 ---
1 + sT2 

Mo used a vortex chamber of very low aspect ratio and found no evidence of a 

spinning doughnut. He used only a pure time delay to model the chamber. 

A cOluplete solution to the flow field within a VA using a CFD technique is very 

difficult to achieve. This is because the flow in the exit region contains highly curved 

streamlines and very rapid shear. These conditions violate the assumptions that are 

nonnally made to achieve closure of the equations for turbulent flow. 
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VII. Practical Applications of Vortex Amplifiers 

The VA has been used as a flow controller in applications where the inherent 

reliability of its no moving parts construction is perceived as an advantage. This is 

particularly the case in the nuclear industry. As a result VAs have been incorporated in 

the ventilation systems of nuclear plants. One example of its application has been the 

pressure regulation of glove boxes (Grant27
, Balakrishnan28

). Other applications for the 

VA include pipeline protection29
, maintaining constant outflow from a reservoir as the 

level of water varies14
, and applying a coating to a round bar30. There has also been an 

effort to improve engine volumetric efficiency by using a VA for intake manifold 

tUning31
• 

p 

~~-A 

~----------------~~V 

Figure 14 Cycle for combined early inlet valve closing and VA throttling. 

A previous study (Abdul-Wahab4
) evaluated the potential of the VA for 

Controlling the rate of air intake of a spark ignition engine. The primary benefits that 

Were expected were:-

i) A more linear response than with a conventional throttle valve 

ii) Reduction of pumping losses in the engine 

iii) Improved mixture preparation due to the turbulent exit flow from the VA 
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The study focused on the reduction of pumping losses. By using individual 

VAs as intake port throttles it is possible to allow the intake flow to each cylinder to be 

controlled separately. This means that at part load conditions the intake manifold can 

remain at almost atmospheric pressure and the required vacuum in the cylinder could be 

achieved by pressure drop across the VA. The pressure upstream of the intake port can 

therefore recover between periods of induction. At inlet valve opening (lVO) the 

cylinder will confront a very small vacuum. Thus the cylinder pressure can decrease 

progressively during induction. This would reduce pumping losses and minimise 

exhaust back flow during valve overlap. 

This concept was difficult to implement in practice. It was found that it was 

difficult to achieve the required inlet valve closing (lVC) vacuum for idling conditions. 

At a typical idling speed of 800 rpm the required cylinder pressure at IVC is around 0.7 

bar of vacuum. The VA could not achieve this since suction decreased when the 

cylinder piston slowed as it approached bottom dead centre. This reduced the intensity 

of the vortex and thus allowed pressure recovery in the cylinder. 

One way to overcome this is to combine the VA with an early inlet valve closing 

(EIVC) system which could close the cylinder before the piston slowed. Operating in 

tandem the two systems could provide mutual benefits. The throttling provided by the 

VA would allow the valve closing to take place later in the cycle than would otherwise 

be necessary. As considerable charge cooling takes place during expansion if the inlet 

valve is closed early this would increase the charge temperature at ignition. The use of 

-. EIVC would allow less rigid design constraints to be placed on the VA meaning that it 

could be designed for a good dynamic range. A proposed part load indicator diagram is 

shown in Figure 14, with the potential pumping savings illustrated. 

In the current project it is intended to test the potential of the VA to improve 

tnixture preparation. It is hoped that if a significant improvement in mixture preparation 

can be demonstrated it will combine with the potential pumpi~g work savings to 

provide the possibility of significant improvements in engine economy and emissions. 

It has already been shown in Chapter 1 that a highly turbulent flow can produce very 

fine sprays. The VAs ability to dissipate flow energy is due to the high turbulence of 

the vortex flow field. It also appears that the turbulence is highly concentrated in the 

VA throat. King17 estiInated that nearly 90% of the pressure drop in the VA at the 
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vortex state occurs in the throat and diffuser. Fuel injected into this highly turbulent 

region can reasonably be expected to be atomised into a very fine spray. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Measuring droplet sizes 

An overview of spray measurement techniques is presented, 

and the operation of the Malvern particle sizer to be used in this 

project is explained. 



Chapter 3 Measuring Droplet Sizes 

I. Spray Characteristics and methods of measurement. 

The usually accepted definition of a spray is a mechanically produced dispersion 

of droplets with sufficient moment1:lm to penetrate the surrounding gaseous medium. 

This implies a large enough mass median diameter to give the spray reasonable 

momentum. Generally this diameter is greater than 5-10J.lm; droplet dispersions with 

diameters smaller than these are referred to as aerosols. 

Atomisation of sprays is important in many industries, and so experimental 

studies of sprays have been carried out by many researchers. These usually concentrate 

on characterising a particular atomiser, and the most important atomiser characteristic is 

the droplet size distribution. There are several ways of presenting size distributions, for 

example, Number or Volume distribution, Spatially or Temporally averaged 

distributions, Overall distributions (for all the droplets in a spray) or Point distributions 

(for a given position in the spray). 

In studies where the evaporation or combustion of a spray is of interest the 

results are most useful as a volume distribution. This is because a very large number of 

small droplets can contain a very small proportion of the liquid in the spray. This 

causes number distributions to be skewed to the smaller droplet sizes, even though the 

bUlk of the spray may be contained in relatively few large droplets. As large droplets 

will bum or evaporate slowly they are most significant in determining the performance 

of the atomiser. The volume distribution of a spray can be expressed as a Probability 

_. Density Function v(D) of droplet diameters at the measurement position. 

~~~t 0IVOI of Droplets between D- ~D and D+ m) 
v(D) = 2 2 

V ~ 00 flD.V 

flA~O 

Where V is the volume of all the droplets, D the droplet diameter, and M is "the 

elemental area through \vhich the spray passes. 

Another useful parameter for the comparison of sprays is the Sauter Mean 

Diameter of the spray. This is defined as: 
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Where neD) is the number distribution of the spray and Dm and Do are the 

maximum and minimum diameters. The SMD is the diameter of the droplets in a 

hypothetical mono sized spray having the same volume and surface area as the real 

spray. 

The number distribution, volume distribution and SMD can all be accurately 

estimated from experin1ental data if sufficient numbers of droplets are counted. The 

accuracy of the SMD is the most sensitive of these characteristics to the number of 

droplets counted, as it is of the highest order. 

Figure 15 shows the accuracy with which the SMD can be calculated with 95% 

confidence limits32
• 
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Figure 15 Accuracy of D32 Measurement32 

Many different n1ethods for measuring the droplets in. a spray have been 

_ developed. They can be divided into intrusive and non-intrusive techniques. Intrusive 

techniques generally involve sampling the spray. As they require the insertion of a solid 

probe into the spray they interfere with the spray prior to measurement. This means 

they tend to be used only when non-intrusive techniques are impractical. This can be 

due to either difficulty in gaining access, or high spray density. 

Non-intrusive techniques require optical access to the spray. They are 

SUbdivided into imaging and optical techniques. A brief summary of the range of 

Options available with S0111e key references are presented in Figure 16. 
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Imaging Tec1miques 

Photography Spark Light Source Dombrowske~, Yule~" 

Laser Light Source Jones.).), Tishkoffo 

Velocity and Diameter Double Exposure McCreath~' 

Photography Streak Arake lS 

Video Camera In1age Semii\utomated Markham~Y 

Recording i\nalysis 

i\utomated i\nalysis Simmonsw 

I-

Holography Manual i\nalysis Thompson41 

i\utomated i\nalysis Bexon".l 

Optical Techniques 
.... 
Single Particle Counting Single Beam Durst"~ 

Methods LDi\ (Diameter and Yule"'''', Farmer":> 

Velocity) -Light Scattering Laser Diffraction Swithenbank .. 0 

'--

Figure 16 Summary of non-intrusive particle sizing techniques 

Instrun1ents to ilnplement several particle sizing techniques are commercially 

available. 

The meaSUrelTIent technique chosen for this project is Laser Diffraction. This 

_. can be implemented by a Malvern 2600 particle sizer. i\s it -is an optical technique it 

does not disturb the spray, it allows measurements within a wide size range and 

automatically produces spray distribution and SMD data. Of all the available 

techniques it allows the most rapid measurement of sprays, and has shown close 

agreement with lTIOre time consuming imaging techniques47
• These factors make it 

SUitable for the characterisation of fuel injection sprays and the instrument has been 

sUccessfully used by other researchers studying low pressure pintle injectors7
,48. 

II. The Malvern Particle sizer. 

When parallel, monochromatic light passes around a small object it creates a 

pattern of interference fringes. If the shape of the obj ect is known, as in the case of a 
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spherical droplet, the fringes will produce a characteristic light' intensity distribution, 

dependent on the particle size. When this pattern is focused, the light energy 

distribution (E) at the focal plane from monodisperse spherical particles varies as46
: 

E = -2J.
2

(x) where x = 2nas 
x ' Af 

Where a is the particle radius, A the radiation wavelength, f the focal length of 

the lens, s the radius of the light pattern at the focal plane and J1 is the first order Bessel 

function. This equation describes an infinite number of maxima and zero minima. The 

patterns produced by two different sizes of droplets, with A=632.8nm and f=300mm, are 

shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure J 7 Light energy distributions produced by monodisperse sprays 

The Malvern particle sizer uses this effect to measure the sizes of droplets in a 

Spray. A schen1atic diagram of a Malvern particle sizer is shown in Figure 18. 
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Detector 

"'" 
Lenses 

/ ~ 

He- Ne Laser Detector Electronics 

Laser Beam 

D. 
Printer 

Computer 

Figure 18 Malvern Particle Sizer 

The laser beatn is expanded into a collimated, monochromatic beam 9mm in 

diameter. Any droplets in this beam will scatter light. The peak in the light intensity 

distribution of the interference fringes depends upon the size of the particle scattering 

the light. Large droplets scatter most light at low angles and smaller droplets at higher 

angles. The lens in front of the detector focuses the beam. The detector element is 

composed of 31 semi-circular phot~ diodes, the general arrangement of which is shown 

in Figure 19. 

Figure 19 Detector Element Geometry 

The undeflected light is focused onto the centre of the detector element, where a 

slllall aperture takes it out of the optical system. The volume concentration of the 
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sample is estimated by measuring the laser energy passing out through the aperture. 

The lens is a fourier transform lens so that all the light scattered at a particular angle is 

focused at the same radius. This means the pattern of light detected is not affected by 

the position within the laser beam of the droplet which scatters it. As the transformation 

is optical and thus extremely fast, no practically encountered droplet velocities will be 

high enough to affect the Malvern particle sizer reading. 

The light distribution measured by the detector is analysed by the computer to 

find the volull1e distribution of the spray. As many droplets are present in the beam the 

scattered light measured at the detector is the sum of all the individual scattering 

patterns. The detector provides an electronic output signal proportional to the light 

energy measured at each of the 31 rings. The computer performs a sweep of the 

detector rings to find the value of the output signals. This sampling process is 

extremely rapid, taking approximately 10IlS. The software can then calculate the spray 

volume distribution that would give rise to the observed scattering pattern. The analysis 

can be constrained to produce a particular form of result, for instance a Rosin-Rammler 

distribution, but it is usual to perform model independent analysis. This allows 

resolution of con1plex distributions, which is important if the measured spray has more 

than one maxima in its volume distribution. The analysis software contains a table that 

characterises how a unit volume of material of a given size scatters light. Using this 

theoretical data the con1puter estimates the volume distribution that gave rise to the 

measured light scattering using a process of constrained least squares fitting. 

The range of droplet sizes that can be measured by the Malvern particle sizer 

depends upon the focal length of the lens that focuses light on the detector. Three 

different choices of range lens are available: 63mm, 100mm and 300mm, and they can 

measure the size ranges shown in Figure 20. 

300mm 15.8 564 1 

100mm I 1.9 

63mm I 1.2 118 1 

10 100 1000 

Size (Microns) 

Figure 20 Size ranges measured by different lenses 
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The spray produced by the pintle injector lies in or below the range measured by 

the 300mm range lens. The analysis of the scattered light data contains a compensation 

for undersize particles. As long as there are not many particles below 5.8/lm in size, this 

will mean the 3001nnllens is the most appropriate. 

III. Experimental Technique. 

IIl.i Choice of fuel 

The fuel used in the tests was n-heptane. This has been used successfully by 

previous researchers \vith a Malvern particle sizer7,48. A gasoline spray is unsuitable for 

spray measurelnents. This is because it is difficult to conduct repeatable tests with a 

mixture such as gasoline, as the proportions of the components change during storage. 

In addition to this the accuracy of the Malvern particle sizer is adversely affected by the 

presence of volatile COlTIpOnents in the gasoline. The evaporation of the spray creates 

density gradients along the path of the laser beam. These cause refraction and produce 

low angle scattering of the light similar to that observed from large droplets. This 

problem is referred to as 'beam steering'. Use of n-heptane largely eliminates this 

problem as it has a low saturation pressure at room temperature. 

The properties of n-heptane are compared with a typical four star gasoline in 

Figure 21. Atomisation is mainly controlled by the density, viscosity and surface 

tension of the liquid. They are sufficiently similar to suppose that results from tests 

with n-heptane \vill be silnilar to those from gasoline sprays. It should be noted 

-. gasoline and n-heptane sprays have been observed to behave very differently48. This 

Was during injection into a high manifold vacuum with low air-flow, and the difference 

between the two fuels was attributed.to flash boiling of the gasoline when it encountered 

the manifoldvacuUlTI. As the current rig discharges to atmospheric pressure it is 

eXpected that this will not be a problem. 
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PROPERTY n-HEPTANE GASOLINE 

Density (kg/m3) 684 740-760 

Boiling Point (OC) 98.1 -

Initial B.P. eC) - 28-38 

Viscosity (mPa.s) @ 

15.6°C - 0.45 

20°C 0.409 -
25°C 0.386 -
30°C 0.364 -
37.8°C - 0.38 

Surface Tensions (N/nl) 0.02 -0.02 

Figure 21 Properties of Gasoline and n-Heptane 

The spray is introduced into the body of the VA by a pintle injector, and the 

, Malvern particle sizer lneasures the droplets produced downstream of the VA exit. The 

spray is contained do\vnstream of the VA as n-heptane is an irritant, and additionally it 

is desirable to avoid droplet deposition on the lenses of the Malvern particle sizer. To 

allow optical access to the spray, viewing windows can be fitted to all the various 

outlets that can be attached downstream of the VA. 

IIl.ii Preventing lens cut off 

Clearly there is a maximum angle of scattered 'light that the detector lens will 

focus onto the detector rings. The lens must be close enough to the sample so that all 

the light scattered at this angle falls within the lens aperture. If the sample is too far 

away some of the light scattered at the maximum angle will not be collected. This is 

illustrated in Figure 22 where the maximum scattering angle to be collected. is 'a'. The 

distance within which the sample must lie is referred to as .the lens cut off distance, and 

for the f=300mnllens this is 400mm. 
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Range Lens 
Detector 

Lens Cut Off 
<J Distance l> 

Figure 22 Lens Cut Of! 

As well as ensuring that the sample lies within 400mm of the lens it is also 

necessary to take care when designing the windows giving optical access. These must 

be large enough to allo\v the light scattered at the maximum angle to pass through 

them. The lens has an aperture of 50mm, which implies that the highest scattering angle 

measured is 3.005°. As the maximum distance of the viewing window from the sample 

is 140mm, the window Inust be at least 23.8mm in height. 

. III.iii Measuring the spray 

The Malvern detector will obviously be affected by ambient lighting and any dirt 

or spray within the beanl or deposited on the lenses and viewing windows. It is 

therefore necessary to nleasure this background signal before performing any spray 

measurement. The Malvern particle sizer software then automatically subtracts the 

background signal from the measured values. When the background signal becomes 

large due to droplet deposition on the viewing windows they can be removed for 

cleaning. 
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As the spray from the injector is a short pulse it is necessary for the computer 

sweep of the detector rings to be timed relative to the injection pulse. This is possible as 

the sweep can be triggered externally. Using a single sweep could lead to a lack of 

statistical significance in the results. This is avoided by repeating the measurement and 

averaging the results fron1 a number of sweeps. A number of tests were conducted to 

determine an acceptable number of sweeps to give repeatable results. The data from one 

such experiment is presented in Figure 23. 

170 .,.-________ -, 

160 --.. • •• \ • 
en 150 _. •• 
g •••• • • 
t> 140 - • ... • ~.. • Measured SMD 
'_E ~~ .... --.~~-
o 130 -- • ... ... __ Average 

::E 120 _.. •• • •• 
(I) •• • 

110 - • 

100 -+--+--+---1----1---4 
o 10 20 30 40 50 

No of sweeps 

Figure 23 Results from Alalvern particle sizer spray measurement (Control Flow through the VA = 200 

Ii/min, time after injection = 14ms) 

The data fr0111 these tests seem to indicate that the SMD reaches an acceptably 

stable value after about twenty sweeps. Williams48 recommends 50 to 100 sweeps, 

though notes that less can be acceptable. Even when the droplet sizes in the spray are 

large the laser bean1 will contain several hundred droplets during anyone sweep. Many 

thousand droplets will be measured with twenty sweeps. With reference to Figure 15 it 

can be seen that the SMD value should be reasonably free from counting error with this 

sample size. To allow n10re experiments to be performed it was decided to use twenty 

sweeps for all nleasurenlents, whilst bearing in mind that this could not' guarantee 

complete confidence in the characterisation of the spray. Further data was gathered for 

any results that seenled an0111alous. 

IIl.iv Possible sources of error 

Although the Malvern particle sizer allows data to be gathered quickly and 

easily, it is a non in1aging technique and so the results produced must be treated with a 
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certain amount of caution. Two factors that might conceivably lead to inaccuracy in the 

results are beanl steering and window wetting. 

The procedure of measuring the background light scattering pnor to every 

measurement should to a large extent prevent errors due to droplet deposition on the 

windows. However it would be possible for droplets in advance of the main body of the 

spray to be deposited on the windows between the fuel injection and the time of 

measurement. These would then scatter light from the windows and thus affect the 

results. To n1ininli se this possibility the optical windows were placed some distance 

from the measurenl en t zone. This strategy appears to have been successful. The 

increase in the background scatter between two consecutive measurements due to 

droplets acculnulating on the viewing windows was very small. 

The 11lechani slll of beam steering by refractive index gradients in the path of the 

laser beam has already been mentioned in section 1. The use of n-heptane as the test 

fuel should aln10st completely eliminate this problem. However if good atomisation 

were achieved the large surface area of very fine sprays will mean that significant 

evaporation could occur. This would cause refraction of the laser beam. Undeflected 

parallel light could be refracted through a range of small angles, meaning that it is 

focused on the innermost rings of the detector. Scattered light data that was collected 

during this research program for measurements with and without beam steering is 

shown in Figure 24. The additional light focused on the innermost rings can clearly be 

seen in the left hand chart. 

216 _,...-_____ __, 216 -r--------, 

o o 
Ring Number Ring Number 

Figure 24 Scattered light data with and without beam steering 

This is interpreted by the analysis software as scattered light from large droplets, 

and distorts the calculated drop size distribution. 
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Light that has been deflected by droplets can also be steered. However as 

evaporation is only expected to occur with very fine sprays this will not significantly 

affect the measuren1ent. There is a logarithmic relationship between drop size and the 

diffraction angle. This Ineans that for small droplets the beam steering effect is small 

compared to the diffraction angle. 

Another possible problem is that the area of the spray through which the laser 

beam passes may be unrepresentative of the bulk of the spray. To avoid this the laser 

beam passes through the axis of the flow out of the VA. As the airflow is axially 

symmetrical, it is hoped that this means that the laser beam will sample a representative 

cross section of the spray. 

The possibility of these errors occurring make it necessary to validate results 

obtained with the Malvern particle sizer. The simplest way to do this is by 

photographing the spray. This allows the size of the largest droplets in the spray to be 

estimated, and the distribution of the spray to be observed. This data can be used to 

ascertain whether the Malvern particle sizer is measuring a representative spray sample, 

and whether beat11 steering is occurring. The photographs were taken using a 

conventional 35n1n1 can1era with an extension tube. The lighting was provided by a 

normal camera flash. 

As the flash tin1e was approximately 200J.ls, the definition of many of the 

photographs was not particularly sharp due to the high speed of the droplets. However 

to determine the presence of beam steering it is only necessary to see if the scales of the 

largest droplets in the spray are of the same order as those in the largest size class. If 

these large droplets are indicated by the Malvern particle sizer measurements, but are 

not present in the photographs, then evaporation of the droplets is causing refraction of 

the beam. This problen1 can be alleviated to some extent by ignoring the dat3; from the 

innermost rings in the analysis. Clearly this can only be justified if the largest droplets 

in the spray are sufficiently small for this not to affect the measurement. 

As long as these precautions are observed then the Malvern particle sizer will 

allow rapid 111easuren1ent of the spray under a wide range of flow conditions. This 

makes it the ideal instrun1ent for evaluating the VA atomising potential. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Designing and Evaluating a Vortex Amplifier 

To test the effect of Vortex Amplifier geometry on fuel spray 

a tomisation, a Vortex Amplifier with variable geometry was 

designed and tested. The fuel spray was measured with a Malvern 

particle sizer and observed photographically. 
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I. Introduction 

In detennining the effec~ of a Vortex Amplifier on fuel spray atomisation, it was 

clearly desirable to investigate how variations in VA geometry can influence spray 

behaviour. Rather than construct a range of VAs it was decided to design a single VA, 

for which the Inain geOlnetrical parameters influencing performance could be varied. 

This chapter describes the design of this 'Variable Geometry Vortex Amplifier' 

(VGV A) and presents the results of the tests conducted on it. The- first tests determined 

the steady state characteristics for the range of different VA geometries. It was thought 

to be important to conduct these tests for a number of reasons. Firstly, several changes 

had been made to the conventional VA layout to facilitate varying the height and radius 

(for example t\vo control ports as opposed to the more usual four). The steady state 

results would check that this did not cause the VGV A to exhibit uncharacteristic 

behaviour. Secondly, it ,vas hoped that the steady state data would provide insight into 

the various flow phenOlnena inside the VA. To test the VA atomising potential a fuel 

jet was injected into a range of airflow conditions within the body of the VA. The VA 

geometry was varied throughout the range available with the VGV A. Photographs were 

taken of the spray and quantitative results were obtained with a Malvern particle sizer. 

II. Design of a variable geometry VA 

Although there is a considerable body of literature on designing VAs to achieve 

a desired steady state pcrfonnance or stability, this is believed to be the first attempt to 

utilise the VA as an atoll1iser. As it is uncertain what effect the geometry of the VA will 

have upon ato111isation, the most thorough approach is to test several different VAs as 

atomisers. To enable this, a variable geometry VA was designed. 

As discussed in the review of literature on Vortex Amplifiers (Chapter 2, 

Section IV), there are four principal geometric ratios that control the flow through a VA. 

The geometry of a VA is illustrated in Figure 4, page 24. Achieving a wide range of 

VA configurations requires the design of a VA where these ratios can be altered. 

The outlet radius is the denominator in all four ratios so it was decided to 

construct the VGVA \vith a constant outlet radius. This means that all four ratios can be 

varied independently by varying the radius, height, supply area and control area of the 
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VA. The value of the outlet radius determines the pressure drop across the VA with 

pure supply flow. Abc1ul-Wahab4 determined that an outlet radius of 10 mm gives an 

acceptable pressure drop across the VA (assuming engine speed: 2500rpm, cylinder 

capacity: 0.5 litre). The eventual aim is to combine throttling and mixture preparation 

benefits fronl the VGVA so it was decided to adopt this throat size. This makes the 

work on these two topics more easily comparable. 

The height area ratio has little effect on the performance of the VA, but can be 

expected to be significant in atomisation. As the fuel is to be sprayed in from a point on 

the chamber roof, the chmnber height determines the length of fuel jet resident in the 

chamber. Varying the height of the VA can be achieved through interchangeable 

control blocks of different heights. However as the control port area is the product of 

the chamber height and control port width, the different blocks must have different 

control port widths. This allows the chamber height to be varied independently of the 

control port area. 

The radius ratio will also be significant as it affects flow features such as the 

'spinning doughnut' and the precessing vortices in the outlet. The radius of the VA 

chamber is def! ned by the radius at which the tangential flow is introduced by the 

control blocks and can be varied in the VGVA by moving the control blocks. This 

enables the radius of the VGVA to be varied between 30mm and 70mm. 

The VGV A has not been designed to vary the supply or control area ratios. The 

supply area ratio will vary depending on the position of the co:ntrol blocks. However 

this should have negligible effect on the VA performance as the value of the supply area 

ratio is above 3 for all the VA geometries. The control area ratio is extremely important 

in determining the steady state performance, but has less effect on the actual flow 

structure at the V A outlet than the radius ratio. Considering this, it was decide.d to keep 

the control area ratio constant. 

The variable geoll1etry VA that was designed can be seen in Figure 25. The 

values of the variable paranleters are shown below. 
r--.. 

Height Ratio 1,2 or 4 -- Radius Ratio 3,4,5,6 or 7 

---- Control Area ratio 0.25 
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The control area ratio of 0.25 was chosen based on the results obtained by 

Abdul-Wahab4
• It is close to the optimum value he found when using his vortex 

amplifier manifold systen1, for throttling the air flow into an engine. 

In order to allow optical access for photographs within the VGV A it was mainly 

constructed from perspex. The exception to this is the control blocks, which due to their 

intricacy were lnade by spark erosion from blocks of aluminium. 

III. Measuring the steady state characteristics of the 

VGVA 

The VGV A \vas installed in a test rig. A compressor was used to blow air 

through the V GV A, and the flow to the supply and control flow inlets could be 

controlled independently using throttles. The rig was instrumented to allow the steady 

state characteristics of the various VA configurations to be measured. Due to continuity 

considerations only two of the three flow rates (i.e. Qn Qe, and Qs) have to be 

determined. Similarly only two of the three pressures (Pea, Pso and Pes) need to be 

measured. 

The test rig \vas instrumented to measure Qe and Qs.. Downstream of the 

throttles, rotatneters nleasured the supply and control flow rates. The rotameter for 

supply flow has a range of 190-2000 li/min; that for control flow, 50-450 li/min. 

The pressure drops that were recorded were P co and Pes. Downstream of the 

Control flow rotameter, a pressure transducer measured the g~uge pressure. If the 

VGV A outlet was to atn10sphere, then this transducer reading was Pea. If an outlet 

plenum was attached then a digital manometer could be used to measure the pressure 

drop from the plenun1 to atInosphere, the difference between the transducer reading and 

this pressure drop being Peo. It should be noted that, due to the large' size of the 

transducer relative to the control block entrance, the transducer is positioned upstream 

of the control block. This n1eans that some of the measured pressure drop occurs in the 

piping. The control to supply pressure drop (Pes) was measured by a water manometer. 

The tapping point for the nlanometer was upstream of the supply inlet and so includes 

the pressure drop in the supply plenum. 

The relnaining flowrate (outlet or total flow) and pressure drop (supply to outlet) 

required· to define the V A state can be calculated from these readings. 
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---

Figure 26 Test rig/or flow measurement 
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The test rig is illustrated in Figure 26. 

Steady flow readings were taken for each of the fifteen possible geometries that· 

can be obtained from the VGVA. Readings were taken under supply flow only, control 

flow only and lnixed flow conditions. These readings were then used to plot the steady 

flow characteristics of the different geometries of the VGVA. 

IV. Results of steady flow tests 

Results measured from the test rig were entered directly onto a Microsoft Excel 

worksheet as this allowed easy manipUlation of the data. The results for the largest and 

smallest VA diameter are presented in Figure 27 and Figure 28 respectively. Each data 

set represents the nleasurelnents taken at one particular height of the vortex chamber. 

The results for the other VA radii lie within the range bounded by the points plotted on 

these two graphs. 
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Figure 27 Steady flow data for VGVA with radius set at 70mm. 
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The graphs are plotted with the dimensionless ratios introduced in Chapter 2. 

In the plots of pressure ratio against non dimensional supply flow, the y-axis is the pure 

control flow state. The proportion of supply flow increases with movement to the right. 

The second graphs sho\v the non dimensional supply and control flow rates. 

v. Discussion 

Typical VA characteristics are depicted in Chapter 2, Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

There is very little tun1do\vn in maximum pressure until the control pressure is equal to 

supply pressure (Pes /P co =0). There is then a rapid reduction in outflow as the vortex 

forms, then a region of less rapid change as the losses due to the high tangential 

velocities decrease the effect of increasing tangential flow. The characteristics can be of 

a proportional or bistable form. Measured characteristics often contain discontinuities 

and jumps. 

It can be seen that the results from the VGV A follow this general form well. 

The characteristic when the height is 40mm is always proportional. All the 

characteristics fron1 the 301nm radius VA are proportional. The 70mm radius VA 

produces a bistable characteristic for the two lower VA heights. 

Bistable characteristics are produced due to the behaviour of the stagnation point 

that is located at the outlet of the VA. This stagnation point exists due to the region of 

negative axial velocity which forms at the centre of the vortex. The step change in the 

bistable characteristic occurs when this moves suddenly to the backwall of the vortex 

chamber. This reversed flow zone blocks the VA exit and causes a rapid increase in VA 

resistance. A proportional characteristic is produced when viscous losses in the body of 

the VA chanlbcr are significant in the VA resistance. 

Many researchers have found that VA characteristics are independent of 

chamber height. The height dependence shown by the VGV A is probably due to the 

geometry of the control port in the 40 mm high control block. In order to maintain a 

constant control to outlet area ratio in the VA at all heights, the control port in the 40 

lllm high control block was very narrow. The narrow control port width leads to much 

higher peak velocities in the control jet, and increases the mixing losses as the jet enters 

the Vorte~ chalnber. This imposes a large pressure drop on the control flow, resulting in 

the much larger Pco/Pso values observed in the H = 40mm plot. Further evidence of the 
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effect of the control port geometry can be seen from careful study of the H = 20mm and 

H = 10mm characteristics. Turndown starts earlier with the 20 mm chamber height as 

the narrower control port introduces the control flow at a slightly higher average radius, 

and thus with l1lore angular momentum. However losses, which are caused by the 

higher velocities in the narrower control port, mean that the 10 mm high chamber 

achieves cut-off at a slightly lower control pressure. 

The proportional characteristic obtained for flow through the 30 mm radius VA 

implies high viscous losses in the chamber. This is surprising as the 30 mm radius VA 

clearly has the snlallcst area of chamber end wall. This means the viscous losses are 

probably due to high losses in the inlet mixing region between the supply and control 

flows. Due to the small radius of the VA there is very little room for this mixing region. 

This means flow frOll1 the control jets is likely to spill into the supply plenum, causing 

high viscous losses. This hypothesis was tested by performing a simple flow 

visualisation exercise by p bcing cotton tufts in the supply plenuni. These showed there 

Was indeed a high level of turbulence in the supply plenum in the control flow state with 

the 30 mm radius VA. Although some level of turbulence was present in the supply 

plenum with all the V A configurations, it was only with the 30 mm radius that it 

became pronounced. 

The pure supply flow condition is practically the same for both radii of VA. 

This is to be expected due to the fact that in the supply flow condition the VA outlet is 

the major restriction to flow, and this is the same for both VAs. 

Both supply and control flow conditions show considerable scatter on both 

graphs. As therc is no back flow through the VA, all the measurements taken with 

Control flow only correspond to the cut off point. As the PcolPso ratio is theoretically 

constant at cut off all the control flow only measurements should collapse to ~ single 

Point. The salllC should be the case for supply flow. 

The scatter in the ll1easured value of PcofPso has no relation to flow velocity. 

lIowever the deviation ~f each value from the mean is highest for low flow rates with 

the higher flow rates usually being reasonably grouped. This means that the primary 

cause of the scatter is probably due to experimental error. All the pressure gauges used 

have an accuracy of about ±lnlmH20. At low flow rates, and hence low pressures, this 

can lead to inaccuracies in calculating pressure ratios. Bearing this in mind, the VA 
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perfonnance indices have been found from the mean of the closely grouped, high 

control flow rate data. The best perfonnance is obtained with the VA height set to 

10mm. The perfonnance indices for this height at each VA radius are tabulated in 

Figure 29. 

All heights set at 10n1n1. 

VA Radius 30nl111 40mm 50mm 60mm 70mm 

CPR 2.28 1.98 1.85 1.89 2.0 

TDR 2.92 4.22 4.33 4.44 4.14 

Figure 29 Table o/VA performance indices/rom VGVA 

These results indicate very poor VA perfonnance. This is because the primary 

aim of the design \vas to allow variation of the geometry. A VA designed for optimum 

perfonnance could be expected to achieve a TDR of over 20 at these values of CPR. 

It should be bonl in 111ind that it is very proba~le that these results are affected 

by some VA instability, as no effort has been made to stabilise the test rig. As it is 

unlikely that the VGVA will be used outside the current test rig it was thought that the 

considerable etTort required to stabilise the VA throughout the operating regime was 

unnecessary. The results obtained, although not truly static are repeatable as long as the 

VA remains in the same circuit. 

VI. Design of a fuel injection system 

The flow stnlcture in the VA, observed by Asquith16
, seemed to suggest that the 

best position for fuel atomisation would be in the highly turbulent exit flow. It was 

therefore decided to introduce the fuel at the centre of the chamber. This was in the 

hope that it \\'ould be rapidly atomised in the vortex prior to any centrifugal. effects 

flinging the fuel against the chamber walls. The most appropriate foim for the fuel 

Spray to take ;]ppeared to be a straight jet as this could be accurately directed into the 

exit flow. Most pulsed fuel injectors for automobile engines are designed to give a wide 

cone angle. This \vould increase the likelihood of the fuel being deposited on the walls. 

lo avoid this a Bosch fuel injector, which gave a straight jet, was obtained. The 

speCification of this injector is summarised below. 
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Type Solenoid Actuated 

Car BMW or Rover 

Serial Number 0280150702 

Solenoid Resistance 15.8 ohms 

Solenoid Voltage 12 volts 

Opening time Ims 

Operating Pressure 3 bar 

Flow rate 189 to 219 cc/min 

or 3.95 cc in 10 2ms shots 
"-

Figure 30 Fuel injector specifications 

The timing of the injector was controlled by an electronic clock fitted on a Data 

Acquisition Board. The 5V pulse from the board was converted to 12V pulse required 

to power the solenoid by the control circuit shown in Figure 31. The Data Acquisition 

board could also produce a second 5V pulse which could be used to trigger the Malvern 

Particle sizer lneasurenlents, or a camera flash for photographing the spray. This 

enabled measurenlents to be synchronised with the fuel injection. 
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Figure 31 Circuit controlling injection timing 
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VII. Photographing the spray 

VILi Photographs in the VA body. 

As it \vas felt that the complex flow structure in the V A outlet would be 

significant, it \vas important to observe the state of the spray entering the exit nozzle. 

For this purpose a nUlnber of photographs of the spray inside the VA body were taken. 

Unfortunately it was not possible to photograph the spray within the exit nozzle. 

To gain an inlpression of the spray distribution within it the spray was photographed 

with the chanlber set to its nlaximum height. The cone angle observed within the VA 

chamber should give SOlne indication of how much spray might be expected to hit the 

walls in the nozzle. Figure 32 shows a time sequence of injection into a control flow of 

100 Ii/min. The photographs are taken lms, 2ms, 3ms and Sms after the start of a Sms 

injection pulse. Clearly when the spray becomes established the cone angle is over 60°. 

In this case 1110St of the droplets stripped from the jet would hit the walls. However 

even a modest control flow of 100 li/min is very effective in disrupting the jet. If 

modifications to the outlet geometry can prevent the spray contacting the chamber 

walls, then there is potential for excellent fuel and air mixing. 

VILii Photographs in the exit pipe. 

The photographs taken in the exit pipe were used to corroborate the results from 

the Malvern particle sizer. 

Figurc 33 shows the spray in the exit pipe with no air flow 12ms after injection. 

It is clear, when the spray has just arrived in the measurement zone, that although the 

~pray has broken up considcrably after injection the core of the spray still contains many 

large spray ligalnents. This nleans that the Malvern particle sizer results will b,e fairly 

InaCcurate. At the latcr stages of injection, photographs reveal that th~ spray is more 

homogenous and the droplets are generally smaller. This is p~obably due to the larger 

droplets and ligaments having greater momentum that carries them through the air 

faster. Thus the size 0 f thc droplets in the spray varies with the time after injection. As 

the spray break up is 1110rc cOlnplete after the initial large drops and ligaments have 

paSsed, the Malvenl particle sizer analysis will give a truer picture of the spray. 

lIowever the prcsence of the large droplets and ligaments indicate that high readings 
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upon the inner rings of the Malvern detector are representative of the spray and not due 

to beam steering. 
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Figure 32 Time Sequence of spray injected into Control Flow=JOOUlmin. T=J,2,3 and 5ms. 



Figure 33 Spray ill the measuremellt zOl1e 12ms (~/ier il1jectioll illto .'itil/llir 

Photographs of the exit pipe for higher control flow rates indicate that no spray 

reaches the measurement zone for flowrates above 150li/min. This is due to the spray 

having been flung against the walls of the V A and exit nozzle. 

VIII. Results of particle sizing 

VlIl.i Experimental method 

Quantitative results describing the spray were obtained with the Malvern particle 

sizer. A variety of VA geometries were tested over a range of flows. The laser beam 

Was passed through the spray 110mm downstream from the injection position. 

The photographs indicated that the range of control flow rates over which valid 

results could be obtained was limited by droplets hitting the walls of the vortex chamber, 

exit nozzle and exit pipe. This meant that the maximum control flow rate for ' which 

results could be obtained was 150 Ii/min, as above this value all.the spray was impacting 

on the walls before reaching the measurement zone. The average air flow rate into a 0.5 

litre cylinder at idle is around 240 Ii/min. Clearly the conditions that could be tested had 

limited relevance to engine applications. 

However, it was decided to gather enough data to confirm that the centrifuging 

action of the vortex was eclipsing any droplet shattering effect. The data cOlild be used 

to provide some insight into improving the situation 
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VlIl.ii Spray Measurements 

The first set of tests was undertaken to show any variations in the spray with 

time from the start of injection. The speed of the spray at injection was determined 

from the photographs to be around 9 mis, so spray arrived in the laser beam after 

approximately 12 ms. Figure 34 shows how the Sauter mean diameter of the spray 

varies with tilne fron1 the start of injection over a range of control flow rates . 
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Figure 34 Variation a/spray SMD with time after injection 

The readings were all taken with the VA height set to 10mm and the radius 

40nun. 

It can be seen that the trend in all the flow rates is for the SMD to decrease with 

time after injection. The rcsults that deviate from this trend (the first two data points for 

Zero flow and the first point for CF=150li/min) have very low volume concentrations. 

This indicates that they are due to a few small droplets sheared from the injector nozzle 

at the start of injection, prior to the arrival of the main body of the spray. 

In general the SMD increases for larger control flows. This indicates that the 

VOrtex flow is having 110 beneficial effect on spray break up. ·Spray photographs have 

indicated that the control flow does strip smaller droplets from the spray, but these must 

all impact upon walls prior to reaching the measurement zone. 

For a lllore detailed a~lalysis of the spray it is possible to examine the frequency 

distributions of the droplets. Figure 35 and Figure 36 compare the two distributions for 

the J' et -. 1 l' . b h d . . . paSSIng t lroug 1 qlllcscent aIr. It can e seen t at two monomo al dIstnbutIons 
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Figure 35 Volume Distribution 13ms after injection into still air 
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are obtained, the latter peaking at a lower droplet diameter. This is very much as 

Suggested from the photographs and graphs of Sauter mean diameter. 

Clearly the introduction of control flow has a significant effect on the frequency 
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Figure 36 Volume Distribution 17ms after injection into still air. 
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Figure 37 Volume Distribution 13ms after injection into Control Flow =1001ilmill 
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distribution. In Figure 37 there is a group of smaller droplets at around 80 Jlm, that have 

been stripped from the spray. More significant than this however is the increased 

percentage of larger droplets in the spray. This is presumed fo be because many of the 

droplets of around 200 Jlm size that predominate in the jet without control flow are flung 

against the walls by the vortex. This centrifuging effect can be observed with all the 

frequency distributions measured with control flow. 
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The largest control flow rate at which droplets could be observed in the 

measurement zone was 150 Ii/min. Figure 38 shows the volume frequency distributions 

measured at this flow rate. It" can be seen that the peak diameters increase with the 

control flow and the distribution becomes skewed to the larger diameters. It is believed 

that this is due not to inferior spray break-up but rather the centrifuging of smaller 

droplets against the walls reducing their frequency, It can be seen that by the time the 

control flow reaches 150 Ii/min this effect is so severe that the very large droplets 

(>300Ilm) predominate. 

A variety of VA configurations were tested to see if the geometry of the vortex 

chamber influenced the Sauter mean diameter. Figure 39 shows two graphs summarising 

the Sl\1Ds obtained in a variety of set ups. All these readings were taken at t= 15ms after 

the start of injection. 
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Figure 38 Volume Distribution 15ms after injection into Control Flow = 150lilmin 
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It can be seen that there is no significant difference in the results for the two 

different radii. Although it appears that there might be some variation in the SMD due to 

chamber height it is small, and probably due to statistical scatter in view of the small 

sample size. Thus it would appear that the route' to improving the atomising 

performance of the VA does not lie in altering the internal geometry. 

It was clear that the droplets lacked enough forward momentum to resist the 

centrifuging action of the vortex. It was therefore decided to reduce the vortex intensity 

Figure 40 Volume Distribution 13ms after injection into Supply Flow=200lilmin and Supply 

Flow =200lilm ill. Control Flow=50lilmill. -
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by using mixtures of supply and control flow. 

Figure 41 shows SMDs obtained using supply flow only, and mixed supply and 

control flows. For the supply flow only the SMDs are scattered between 100 and 150 

microns. This is significantly better atomisation than that obtained with control flow 

only. It is unlikely that the supply flow actually produces better atomisation than the 

much more turbulent control flow, but as there is no tangential velocity component the 

smaller droplets are not flung against walls. It is also clear that when control flow is 

introduced the effect is not to improve atomisation but to centrifuge out the smaller 

droplets. 
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Figure 41 SMD measurements with supply flow through the VA 

This effect can be clearly demonstrated by comparison of the frequency 

distribution of the t'vvo cases. Figure 40 shows two sets of measured frequency 

distributions. 

IX. Discussion of results 

The results of this first stage of experiments are disappointing, and the current 

fonn of the VA will not in1prove engine performance. All the results have shown that 

with any control flow lTIOst of the fuel droplets do not reach the measurement zone. 

They are flung against the walls of the VA chamber, exit nozzle and exit pipe. Only 

large droplets with their higher momentum reach the measurement zone, and even these 

are centrifuged at flow rates above about 200Ii/min. 
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However the photographs show that the spray is broken up by the vortex flow. 

If the outlet geometry could be modified to prevent the impact of the droplets in the 

outlet nozzle then the benefits of better mixture preparation might be obtained. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Designing a VA optimised for atomisation 

In light of the results from testing on the Variable Geometry 

Vortex Amplifier a new Vortex Amplifier was designed. 



Chapter 5 Designing a VA Optimised/or Atomisation 

I. Criteria for design of new VA 

The tests frOll1 the VGV A revealed that the VA chamber height was the most 

important geometric paran1eter controlling the droplet sizes reaching the measurement 

zone. This was because the vortex flow caused the spray to disperse rapidly. With a 

large chamber height the spray was deposited on the walls within the VA. Therefore 

spray penetration would be best in a chamber that had the lowest possible height 

compatible with good VA throttling performance. 

As the VGVA had indicated that the geometric ratios controlling VA 

performance had little effect on the droplet sizes produced, it is possible to optimise all 

these ratios for throttling performance. The outlet diameter of the VGV A was 20mm. 

This was maintained in the new VA. The chamber height was set as low as possible 

Whilst still retaining the VA outlet as the smallest flow area in the VA. All the other 

aspects of VA geometry were optimised to give the best VA performance. 

The VGV A had also shown that the outlet geometry was significant and had to 

be designed to prevent droplet impaction. With this in mind three outlet diffusers were 

deSigned for the VA. These could be interchanged to establish the best configuration 

for atomisation. In addition the flow from the VA could be disch~ged into either of 

two interchangeable pipes, ,vhich were both designed to allow optical access. 

II. Steady flow performance of VA 

A paper by King 15 contains a design process with which to optimise the 

Performance of a VA. The VA performance is controlled by eight geometric parameters 

which are nonnalised with respect to either the VA throat diameter or the VA throat 

area. The VA perfonnance can be optimised with respect to either the flow (max TDR) 

Or the pressure (Inax CPR), or a compromise design that maximises the ratio TDRlCPR. 

If used as an intake port throttle a VA would have to regulate the flow rate in an 
en . 

glne, so a high TDR is desirable. However it is hoped a VA can reduce pumping 

Work by reducing the nlanifold vacuum confronted by the cylinder during intake valve 
Opening Tl' .. 

. 11S Ineans a lo\v CPR IS also deSIrable. In view of this it was decided to 
deSign 

a new VA to the comprOll1ise geometry. Figure 42 shows the ratios suggested by 
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the design process for each of the optimum geometries, together with the expected 

performance of the Vi\.:-

r---
Ratio Description High High Low 

TDR TDRlCP CPR 

R 
~ 

A.lAe Supply area ratio >3 >3 >3 
rw--de Chatllber height ratio 0.19 0.19 0.19 
rr-- Length of exit throat <1 £1 32 

t---
(Nll of exit diameters) 

r Blending radius on exit £0.25 30.25 30.25 

'AR 
(No of exit diameters) 

Diffuser area ratio 4<AR<9 4<AR<9 4<AR<9 
~ 

"'-el At Control jet area ratio 14 3.5 1.2 

~ Chamber diaJl1eter ratio 2 2.5 6 
U5R Predicted 20 16 10 
~ Predicted 2.7 1.3 1.1 
~ 
lDR/CPR Predicted 7.5 12.5 9.1 

Figll re 42 Geometric Ratios for best performance of a VA 

It can be seen that the control jet area ratio and the chamber diameter ratio are 

highly significant in (letermining VA performance. 

The new V i\ was designed to give high TDRlCPR. Only two changes were 

lllade from the optimum ratios shown in Figure 42. The exit pipe attached to the VA 
\Vas not . 

wIde enough to allow a diffuser ratio of 4. Also the parallel section at the outlet 

throat Was not included in the design. 

Three diffusers ,,,ere nlade to fit the VA outlet. They all had the same exit area 
. ratio 

of 1.96. They were of different lengths (10mm, 20mm and 40mm) and 
cOns 

equently di'fferellt exit angles. The 10mm long diffuser had a sufficiently large 

angle to be considered a sharp edged orifice. The two longer diffusers had exit angles 
Of So 

and 11.3 0 
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The parallel outlet section was omitted from the VA throat after considering the 

results from the tests on the first V A. These indicated the importance of reducing the 

residence time of the spray within the VA if droplet impaction was to be minimised . 
.. 

This omission should result in a slight increase in the CPR relative to that predicted by 

the design algorithm. 

Additionally it should be noted that King recommends the inclusion of a pip on 

the back wall of the VA chamber positioned opposite the outlet. However as this was 

the intended injector position this feature could not be included. The presence of a pip 

enhances the tum down ratio of VAs with high values of A/At, such as that 

recommended for the high TDRJCPR geometry. Therefore the new VA should show a 

slightly lower TDR than that predicted by the design algorithm. 

The VA was built according to these design principles. A scale drawing of the 

VA is included in Figure 44, with the fuel injector in position. Included in this drawing 

are the three interchangeable outlet diffusers that could be attached to the V A, and the 

two outlet tubes. 

One of the outlet tubes is a large, square section viewing chamber. This was 

designed to allow easy optical access to the spray from the VA without any risk of 

droplet deposition. The other is a round section tube which provides a more realistic 

approximation of the geometry the VA would discharge into in an engine. Figure 43 

shows a photograph of the VA and test rig, with the square section outlet tube attached. 
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NO DESCRIPTION 

1 VA LID I 
I 

2 3 2 CHAMBER ROOF 

3 VA BODY 
: 

4 CONTROL BLOCK 

5 OUTLET NOZZLES J 
l 

6 OUTLET PIPES t 

7 DESCRIPTION 

8 DESCRIPTION 
I 

I 

A FUEL INJECTOR J 
! 

B INJECTOR OFFSET ADJUSTER 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

TITLE VORTEX ·AMPLIFIER (1 of 7) 
SCALE 1:1 DATE 25/7 /95 
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After the V A had been constructed it was incorporated into the existing test rig 

and its steady flow operating characteristics were tested. Each of the outlet nozzles was 

tested with the VA exhausting to atmosphere. As expected the best VA performance is 

obtained when the V A is fitted with the longest outlet diffuser. The normalised steady 

flow characteristics for this set-up are compared with the best results from the VGV A 

(VA Radius=50mnl, VA height=10mm) in Figure 45. 
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Figure 45 Steady Flow Characteristics ofnew VA. 
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Comparing the characteristics of the new VA with those from the VGVA reveals 

substantial differences. The new VA is much more bistable. The improved design of 

the flow path for supply flow means that for a given Pso the new VA achieves a higher 

flow rate. This can be seen by the higher maximum value of normalised supply flow in 

the first graph. As the control flow increases, the better supply flow path and smaller 

control port area lnean turndown starts more slowly in the new VA. This is illustrated 

by the higher nOD11alised control flow for a given normalised supply flow in the top half 

of the first graph. However, as the vortex becomes established, turndown then takes 

place much n10re rapidly. Consequently less control flow is required to achieve cut off. 

This means there is a significant improvement in CPR at the vortex state. 

From these results the TDR and CPR for the new VA can be calculated to be 8.7 

and 1.5 respectively. This is an improvement upon the VGV A values of 4.3 and 1.85. 

However they differ from the values predicted by King (TDR 16, CPR 1.3, see Figure 

45) as the TDR is n1uch lower than predicted and the CPR is higher. 0 

The higher CPR is due to omitting the parallel outlet length in the design. This 

affects the perfoDnance of the VA at high swirl. 

The TDR is considerably lower than the value of 16 predicted in the design 

algorithm by King. It was decided to investigate this anomaly further. 

It can be seen in Figure 42 that the geometry of the new VA can be modified so 

that it is very close to that of the optimum geometry for high TDR. This can be 

achieved by partially blocking the control ports. This was done to increase A.efAt to 14, 

and the steady flo\v characteristics were measured. 

With the control ports partially blocked to approximate the high TDR design, the 

VA. Was found to give a TDR of 20.9 and a CPR of 2.8. For this design the TDR and 

CPR. are both very close to the predicted values of 20 and 2.7. This confirms the 

aCCuracy of the design technique. 

The low TD R observed on the VA compared to that predicted for the high 

lOR/CPR geon1etry is probably due to some instability that affects the low swirl end of 

the characteristic. The most likely cause is Transport Delay surge which is described in 

Chapter 2, Section V. This would have the effect of reducing the flow for a given 
"1 . 

a Ue ofPso. Clearly if transport delay surge was present with supply flow only in the 
VA. .0 

,thIS would drastically reduce the measured value ofTDR. 
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The two VA geometries tested differ only in the area of the control ports. When 

there is no flow through the control ports the geometry of the high TDR and high 

TDRlCPR VA is identical. Thus the value of nonnalised supply flow, Q/(PSO)O.5, 

should be the same for both VAs when only supply flow enters the VA. This is not the 

case, indicating the presence of VA instability caused by transient flow through the 

control ports. The VA was also tested with pure supply flow with the control ports 

completely blocked off. The satne value of nonnalised supply flow was obtained as 

with the high TDR geometry. 

The value of Q/(PSO)O.5 measured on the high TDR geometry VA can be used to 

calculate the TDR that would have been recorded with the compromise geometry VA if 

the instability had not been present. This gives a value of 13, which is acceptably close 

to the predicted value. This confirms that the shortfall in TDR is caused by the 

interaction of the V A with the rig. The VA design technique is not compromised. 

For droplet sizing expcritnents the flow regime of most interest is the vortex 

state. It is not expected that the instability in the low swirl region of the VA 

characteristic will significantly affect the results. Even under supply flow conditions it 

seems unlikely that the amount of swirl imparted to the flow by the instability will be 

Particularly signific~1l1t. 

Data frOln a thesis by King17 gives the steady flow characteristics for a VA with 

geometry optilnised to give low CPR. It was decided to compare the results from the 

high TDR and high TDRlCPR geometries tested in this project with the results 

llleasured by King. As these three VAs are different geometrically it is necessary to 

chOose a characteristic length to include in the dimensionless ratios for a comparison of 

the data. If the choice of characteristic length (which is justified below) is : 

, (Where de is the outlet throat diameter and AT the area of the tangential inlet) 

then the data from the three VAs can be plotted as in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46 Data Plotted from three different VAs using dimensionless ratios. 

The data for the control flow only condition collapses to one point for all three 

geometries. Comparison with earlier results show that Qd(Pcod/Ar)O.5 is higher at cut 

off for all the geometries which were tested with the VGV A. The configuration from 

Which the steady flow characteristic in Figure 45 is taken (VA Radius=50mm, VA 

height===10mm) had a value of 0.31 for Qd(Pcod/Ar)o.5. It app~ars that optimising the 

VA geometry involves minimising the value of Qe/(Pcode
2Ar)O.5 at cut off. 

The choice of dimensionless length was based on consideration of the momentum 

of the air flow entering the VA. The momentum of the control flow entering the VA is 

proportional to the control flow rate divided by the area of the control ports (Qc2/Ar). It 

can be seen that the square root of this momentum is incorporated in the dimensionless 

COntrol flow. 

Clearly the design process sizes the control ports to optimise the momentum of 

the Control flow required to achieve cut off. This means that fo; a given cut off control 

flow it achieves the lowest Pee (and hence CPR) possible. 

Figure 46 shows that the dimensionless control flow through the VA at cut off is 

the same for all optimised geometry VAs. This means that the cut off flow data from the 

low CPR geometry VA can be scaled to represent the flow within any optimised VA. 
Exte' .' 

nSlve flow field data was gathered by King for the low CPR geometry V A 
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using hot wire anel11ometry. The equivalence of the optimised geometry VAs allows 

the velocity data measured by I(ing to be used to predict and explain observations on the 

VA used in this project. The next two chapters describe models of droplet flow path 

and droplet breakup based on this hot wire data. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Modelling droplet motion 

To better understand the processes occurring within the 

Vortex Amplifier a model was developed to describe the motion of 

droplets within the throat. 



Chapter 6 Modelling Droplet Motion 

I. Introduction 

To understand the experimentally observed droplet behaviour it is important to 

discern how the droplets and the air flow interact within the VA. Unfortunately it is' 

extremely difficult to show this experimentally. This is because the small size of the 

chamber makes optical access difficult and the perspex walls are quite reflective, so that 

obtaining good quality photographs using a camera flash is very difficult. Little can be 

learned from observation with the naked eye, as the injection pulse lasts for just 10ms 

and events within the VA are very rapid. In the light of these considerations it was 

deemed necessary to undertake SOlne numerical analysis. 

One option \vould have been to model both the air flow and droplet motion 

numerically. This \vould have had the advantage of flexibility in defining the VA 

geometry, and also allowed C0111parison between many different flows and geometries. 

However highly swirling flows such as those encountered in the VA are notoriously 

difficult to model. The large velocity gradients mean that the 'false diffusion' arising in 

the numerical solution is significant, and to reduce its magnitude a very fine mesh is 

required. Another problem is that the boundary condition at the exit from the VA 

Cannot be specified as it is a region of recirculating flow. To overcome this the VA 

must be modelled \vith a large downstream plenum attached, with the boundary 

condition specified at the exit from the plenum, where the pressure will be uniform. 

This further increases the number of nodes required to solve the problem. The 

difficulties of modelling the VA airflow with a CFD package were therefore considered 

to rule this out as a practical option for providing data on the droplet behaviour within 

the VA. 

Fortunately the PhD thesis by King49 contains detailed data on the flow field 

within a VA, obtained by nleasnrements with a hot wire probe. It was decided to use 

this data to describe the air flow in the VA. The motion of the droplets within this 

experimentally detennined flow field could then be computed. Although this restricted 

the VA geometry and flo\v conditions that could be modelled it was felt that the 

simplicity of this approach offered significant advantages. 
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II. VA data 

The PhD thesis by King 49 contains data on the mean and fluctuating velocity in a 

VA. The VA used \vas a lo\v CPR design. It was a large scale VA with a throat , 

diameter of 3.2", a chamber dian1eter of 9.59" and chamber height of 0.7". To allow 

visibility it was constructed fr0111 perspex. 'The VA design included a straight section at 

the throat and an outlet diffuser. 

The velocity data was gathered with a six orientation, single wire, hot wire probe 

that was developed for the purpose. All three velocity components, both mean and 

fluctuating, were n1casured at 318 stations in the flow, at five different flow conditions. 

The flow and pressures through the VA were measur~d for a constant supply to 

outlet pressure drop of 4.5 i.\v.g. Five significant points on this' characteristic were 

chosen for collection of velocity data. The steady flow characteristic (which is the same 

as that plotted in Chapter 5, Figure 46 in non dimensional form) is shown in Figure 47. 

The characteristic featured a discontinuous jump. This' is shown on the graph by 

omitting the line joining the two n1easurements either side of the discontinuity. 

The flow conditions where hot wire data was gathered are shown as solid points. 

They are supply flow only, three points of mixed supply and control flow and control 

flow only. Of the 111 ixed flow points, one was just above the discontinuity, one just 

below, and one was in a region of low frequency oscillation. 
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Figure 47 Steady Flow Data/rom PhD thesis by King. 
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Chapter 6 Modelling Droplet Motion 

The measurenlent of velocities in rotating flows by intrusive methods is prone to 

inaccuracy, because the stnlcture of rotational flows is liable to be affected by probes. 

To indicate the anlount of interference caused, the static pressure readings were 

monitored as the hot wire probe was inserted into the flow and traversed across it. 

Variations in static pressure readings amounted to no more than 2.5%, which was 

considered to indicate mininlal interference. Further evidence of this was provided by 

the close agreement between readings taken in the VA outlet whether the probe was 

inserted from the chanlber back \vall or the outlet wall. The probe stem had a diameter 

of 2 mm, which was of the same order as the small scale turbulence in the flow. This 

meant that the wake created by the probe would be of the same order as the dissipative 

eddies. It was suggested that th i s accounted for the probe not significantly affecting the 

flow field. 

The n1ean velocity data \vas presented as three contour plots for each point at 

Which data was recorded. These showed radial, axial and tangential velocity 

components. The plots are reproduced in Chapter 2, Figure 9. 

The data for the fluctuating velocity components was also recorded. Two types 

of fluctuation are prcsent in the flow. The first is caused by the turbulent eddies in the 

flow. The second is flow field oscillations caused by fluctuations in flow and pressure 

at the inlets and outlet of the VA. The averaging time for the mean velocities was large 

compared to the time for both sorts of fluctuation. This meant that the fluctuating 

velocity measuren1cnts includcd both turbulent eddies and oscillations in the flow 

through the VA. 

- The fluctuating data \vas also presented as contour plots. The parame~ers plotted 

Were 'the relative intensity of the total fluctuating velocity component' (FV) , and 'the 

relative intensity of the fluctuating component of tangential velocity' (RI ofVT). These 

are defined as:-

and 
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Where Ve is the mean axial velocity at the exit throat, Le.: 

v = Qs+Qc 
e A 

e 

It can be seen that the FV is the square root of the relative kinetic energy of the 

fluctuations. The square root \vas used to compress the range of the parameter so it 

could be usefully plotted. 

The data for lnean velocity was used in the computer program designed to 

predict the droplet behaviour. The program required the air velocity data to be entered 

at discrete positions. The VA that was to be m~delled was much smaller than the large 

scale one used for collecting velocity data. Therefore the data had to be tabulated and 

scaled before it could be used in the computer model. 

A VA of practical din1ensions for use within an engine has a throat diameter of 

20 nun, so the veloci tics had to be scaled to a VA of this size. The dimensionless ratios 

gOverning flow within a VA are given by Boucher and Kitsios1 9 as: 

For the flow ill two different VAs to be equivalent all these dimensionless ratios 

l11ust be equal. Sett i ng then1 equal for the two cases and rearranging leads to the 

equality: 

Q C2 12 

- In the vortex state the flowrate Qc is equal to the product of the throat area and . 

the aVerage exit velocity. It ,vas assumed that all the velocities in the flow scaled by the 

same factor as the average velocity. Thus 

Equation 1 

It Was demonstrated in Chapter 5 that an appropriate choice of characteristic 

length Was 

1= Vd;AT 
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If this characteristic length is calculated for both the VA in this project and that 

used by King, then substitution in Equation 1 gives the factor required to scale 

velocities betvveen the two. This means the velocities from the larger VA have to be 

scaled up by a factor of3.13 to sitTIulate the smaller chamber. 

In the pure control flo,v condition for the large scale VA, Qe = 2190 Ii/min and 

Peo = 4.8 inches of water or 'about 1200Pa. These values can be scaled using the 

dimensionless ratios to find that for a VA outlet of 20 mm diameter the equivalent 

values will be Qe = 417li/nlin and Peo = 0.33ba. The measured pressure drop at 

400li/min on the VA described in is 0.38ba. Thus the scaled hot wire probe data can be 

considered to be a reasonable approximation to the VA used in this project. 

It should be noted that the scaling gave peak tangential velocities of 120m/s 

(M~O.3). This means that the incompressible flow assumption made when equating 

the dimensionless ratios that contain a density term is violated. However as these peak 

velocities are very localised it seems unlikely that this inaccuracy will significantly 

affect the results. 

It has already been assumed that the velocity at any point within the VA scaled 

with the average outlet throat velocity. This means that the velocity data could be 

divided by the flo\v through the VA, to give the velocity field corresponding to a 

flowrate of 1 li/n1in through the VA. This could then be scaled to any flowrate of 

interest to give the velocity of the air in the VA. 

The velocities for a V A ,vith a 20 mm diameter exit were calculated for the 

control flow data. They were entered in three text files that could be loaded by the 

FORTRAN programme which calculated the droplet motion. These contained the 

tangential, radial and axial velocities on a plane in the VA outlet, at discrete points. 

The spacing between grid points ,vas 1.55mm. The velocity was given a value of zero 

at grid points outside the V A walls. The flow could be described by the velocities in 

one plane as it is angldarly symnletrical in the region of the outlet. The geometry of the 

VA exit and the grid ofpoints where velocity is tabulated are shown i~ Figure 48. 
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Figure 48 VA geometry and grid of air velocity 

This outlet geometry is not exactly the same as that in the VA used in droplet 

sizing experilnents. This is because of the parallel section at the outlet which is not 

included in the new VA. The actual diffusers used in the experimental work are 

compared with the l110delled geometry in Figure 49. 

\~( 
1 Orifice Plate 2 Short Diffuser 3 Long Diffuser 4 Modelled Geometry 

Figure 49 Outlets for the vortex amplifier 

The new V A can be expected to behave slightly differently than predicted by 

this model. The parallel outlet section increases the length of time the 'droplets spend in 

the high swirl outlet section, Droplets which impact with the walls of the parallel throat 

in the model shou1d be carried through either of the first two outlets. However they 

Would most probably impact in the long diffuser. 
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III. Droplet motion in the VA 

The equation describing the motion of a drop In an aIr stream IS (from 

Heywood50
):_ 

Where CD is a strong function of Reynolds number:

CD = 27 Re-o.84 

Re = (PgDdlVd - vgll J-lg) 

As the droplets being modelled were in the sub 200/lm size range it was decided 

to neglect the gravitational term for the sake of simplicity. It can be seen that the gas 

and liquid properties required to solve the equation are liquid density, air density and air 

viscosity. The values input to the programme were: 

PF684kglm3 

pg=I.Okglm3 

/lg=1.8S x IO·5 Pa.s 

With this input data the droplet motion could be described in three dimensions by 

a set of six differential equations. Three of these describe the droplet co-ordinates and 

three describe the velocities in the x, y and z directions. The droplet position was 

described by a set of Cartesian co-ordinates. These have their origin at the centre of the 

VA back wall (as shown in Figure 48), with Z being the axial direction. Thus the general 

form of the equations describing droplet position is:-

dx 
-=v 
dt x 

and that for the equations describing velocity is:-

d;; = ax = -! (v.x -Vgx)iVd -vgiP.Co/DdPc 

where 
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A set of equations of this form can be solved over a specified time period by a 

variety of nunlerical ll1ethods, notably Runge-Kutta and various predictor-corrector 

methods. The NAG FORTRAN library contains sub routines to perform either an 

Adams-Bashforth predictor-corrector method or a fourth order Runge Kutta scheme. 

Either sub routine could be caned from·the FORTRAN program with minor changes 

and when they were c0111pared both schemes agreed to three decimal places. As runtime 

for both schenlCS \Vas only a few seconds on a 486 specification PC then it was 

arbitrarily decided to llse the predictor-corrector method to obtain the following results. 

A flowchart describing the programme is shown in Figure 50. 

Output droplet velocity 
and position to file 

every O.5ms 

Read air 
velocity for the 
VA flow field 
into 3D array 

Set tolerance and 
method of error control 

for NAG subroutine. 

Calculate Acceleration 
r----i of droplet. 14------------. 

NAG subroutine. 

End solution after 10 ms 

Yes 

Calculate air velocity in 

Return a zero air 
velocity 

the VA at the droplet t------------' 
position by interpolation. 

Figure 50 Flowchart descrihing program to solve motion of a droplet within an experimentally 

determined VAflowfield. 
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IV. Results and Discussion 

In the experimental work the jet from the injector was found to have a velocity 

of around 10111/s and a range of droplet sizes from around 50Jlm to just under 200Jlm. 

After the progranl1l1e had been thoroughly tested it was decided to simulate the 

behaviour of drops in this size range when they were injected into the VA outlet. The 

simulation was run for a variety of air flow rates. The results are presented as graphs of 

droplet position in the x-z and x-y planes. 
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Figure 51 X-Z motion with droplet diameter 50pm 

It can be clearly seen in Figure 51 that a droplet of 50Jlm diameter injected into 

the reverse flow core of the control flow is flung back against the rear wall of the 

chamber. This occurs even \vhen the flowrate is as low as 100 Ii/min. It should be 

borne in mind that the penetration of a spray is always greater than that for a single 

droplet, as the airflow is affected by the momentum of the liquid. Therefore some small 

droplets could pass through the VA, especially if the shorter outlets are fitted. It seems 

likely that sonle small droplets will always be thrown against the walls. with control 

flow only. 

The greater 1ll0111entml1 of larger droplets means they have greater penetration 

When injected into the VA. The results obtained from simulating a 150Jlm droplet are 

shown in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52 X-Z motion with droplet diameter 150J1.m 

It can be seen that a 150Jlm droplet passes through the VA with very limited 

effect from the flow. This is consistent with the measurements from the VGV ~ where 

droplets of this size and above were observed to pass through the vortex without being 

flung against the walls. 

To see whether it was possible to make more small droplets pass through the VA 

outlet without impacting, it was decided to move the point of injection away from the 

centre of the VA roof It was reasoned that injection into the reverse flow core led to 

large drag and rapid deceleration of the drop. Thus the drop was injected at the 

stagnation point between the reverse flow core and the downstream flow. 
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Figure 53 X-Z motion with droplet diameter 50J1.m, off centre injection 
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Figure 54 X-Y motion with Droplet diameter 50J1.m, off centre injection. 
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It can be seen that this strategy has indifferent success. Although the droplet 

penetration is increased, the droplet still impacts with the wall. Also it should he noted 

that in a real turbulent flow the position"of the recirculating flow would not be fixed, 

and so it would be impossible to inject fuel at the exact edge. 

The FORTRAN model is supported by the experimental findings of the earlier 

work. It confirms the problem of droplets being flung against the VA walls by the high 

tangential velocity. Although the reduction in VA height will reduce the effect of this 

problem, the simulation indicates that it will not eliminate it. 

IV.i Limitations of modelling 

Although the findings of this modelling are broadly supported by experimental 

observations of extensive droplet deposition, there are a number of considerable 

limitations to the technique. Consequently care should be taken in interpreting the 

results. 

A significant limitation of the technique is that it considers the movement of an 

individual droplet through a time invariant flow field. Obviously significant deviations 

from real spray behaviour, where thousands of droplets traverse a turbulent flow, are to 

be expected. Due to the statistical fluctuations of a turbulent flow, some droplets that the 

model will predict to impact will be observed to pass through the VA. , 

Another limitation of modelling a single drop is that no account is taken of the 

exchange of momentum between the spray and the airflow. It is well known that the 

penetration of a spray of droplets is significantly greater than that of an individual 

droplet. This is due to entrainment of the surrounding air by the spray. This means that 

the results of this model will give pessimistic estimates of spray deposition. Again it 

Was felt that the added complexity of modelling this effect would not significantly 

improve the usefulness of the model output. 

Finally the model takes no account of droplet breakup by the air flow. Clearly 

this is an important process within the VA. However ignoring this effect does not 

render the results of the model worthless. Due to the statistical nature of turbulence not 

all the droplets in a spray will be disrupted. Droplets of 50Jlm diameter have been 
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observed to pass through the VA at control flow rates of 400 Ii/min. Thus the modelling 

the flow path of sllch a droplet at this condition remains a useful exercise. 

Despite these considerable limitations the model can accomplish the intended. 

purpose of indicating the severity of spray deposition. It also provides information on 

the effectiveness of tactics that might be ·used to reduce it. It was felt that the added 

complexity of a luore realistic l110del would not significantly enhance this ability. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Modelling droplet breakup 

A literature review of models for droplet breakup was 

conducted and one model was adapted to describe the droplets 

within the Vortex Amplifier. 



Chapter 7 Modelling Droplet Breakup 

I. Droplet break-up in turbulent flows 

The initial model of the droplet motion within the VA is described in Chapter 6. 

It computes the droplet trajectories by treating them as discrete spheres. Whilst this 

provides valuable support to the observation that droplets impacting on the walls is a 

significant problell1, it \vollld also be useful to model droplet break-up. To this end a 

literature survey was conducted to determine the significant factors affecting droplet 

break-up. 

II. Weber number criteria 

The break-up of a droplet is controlled by the balance between the surface 

tension force resisting break up and the disruptive forces. The stabilising surface 

tension forces are proportional to the product of surface tension and droplet size (Sd). 

The disruptive forces are usually due to inertial effects arising from the relative gas and 

liquid velocities. The dimensionless group comparing these forces, the Weber number, 

is therefore defined as: 

(j 

Equation 2 

When the disruptive forces exceed the stabilising forces the droplet will break 

up. Thus the droplet \vill be liable to break up when its Weber number is above a 

certain critical value. For an inviscid droplet with a steady laminar flow around it the 

critical Weber nun1ber is 13. However the viscosity of the liquid in a droplet also resists 

droplet defonnation. This 111eans that the critical Weber number is dependent upon the 

Viscosity or Ohnesorge nmnber, Z, defined as: 

Equation 3 

This nun1ber relates the relative importance of the viscous and surface tension 

forces in the liquid. The critical Weber number increases with the viscosity number. 
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In real sprays application of the critical Weber number is complicated. This is 

because the relative velocity term in the Weber number depends upon the turbulence 

characteristics of the surrounding gas flow. Droplet size also depends upon droplet. 

residence time within the high velocity gas. 

III. Turbulent flow 

Turbulent flo\v arises when the maIn flow is unstable. Disturbances are 

amplified so that they prod uce primary eddies which are of the same scale as the main 

flow. These prilllary eddies are also unstable and so break down into smaller eddies. 

This continues until the oscillations reach the scale of the smallest eddies in the flow. 

This effect is IU10Wt1 as an eddy cascade. Nearly all the energy dissipation takes place in 

the smallest eddies, as they have a Reynolds number of around 1 and so are damped by 

viscous forces. 

If the size of the prilnary eddies is much larger than the energy dissipating 

eddies clearly a wide range of intermediate eddies exist. These transfer energy from the 

largest to the sl11allest eddies. This energy transfer can occur in any direction and so the 

directional infoflllation of the large eddies is gradually lost. This fact led Kolmogoroff 

to conclude that all eddies that are much smaller than the primary ones are independent 

of them statistically. Thus the only information passed to the smaller eddies is the 

amount of kinetic energy they receive. According to this theory of local isotropy, the 

statistical properties of any small scale oscillation should only be determined by E, the 

local energy dissipation rate per unit mass of fluid. 

- Isotropic turbulence occurs when the root mean square values of th~ fluctuating 

velocities are equal, i.e.: u 2 = v2 = w 2
• This is not the case in most real flows, but 

Kolmogoroff used his conclusions to enable him to assume isotropy if the volume of 

fluid considered is small compared to the primary eddies. So although primary eddies 

are clearly not isotropic in 1110St flows, isotropy can be assumed in small areas of the 

flow. Isotropic turbulence is l11uch simpler to analyse than non-isotropic. turbulence, so 

the theory of local isotropy allows useful predictions to be made about turbulent flow. 

the two requireillents for the theory of local isotropy to hold are a high Reynolds 

number and for the scale of the main flow to be very much greater than the turbulent 

lllicroscale. 
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The following discussion considers the implications of local isotropy upon 

analysing turbulent flow. Similar conclusions can be found in several standard texts51
• 

The energy dissipating eddies have a scale of 11, known as the turbulent 

microscale. It is the scale of eddies with a Reynolds numb~r of one. Dimensional' 

analysis allows some simple relations betw~en £ ,the kinematic viscosity v and the flow 

velocities. The turbulent micro scale is: 

Equation 4 

The mean-square relative velocity between two points in the flow can also be 

found using the theory of local isotropy. If r is the distance between the two points and 

r is small compared to the scale of the main flow, then: 

u2 (r) = C
1 
f, 2/3 r 2/3 

Equation 5 

This relationship holds as long as the separation of the two points IS 

considerably bigger than the turbulent microscale. If r is smaller than 11 then the energy 

dissipation affects the relative velocity so that: 

Equation 6 

The universal constants C1 and C2 must be determined from measurement. 

If the turbulent air flow around a droplet is to be modelled with the theory of 

local isotropy then the droplet must be much smaller than the scale of the primary 

eddies, and the Reynolds number must imply highly turbulent flow. In a vortex 

amplifier with a 20mm throat diameter, a control flow of 400 Ii/min implies an average 

axial velocity of 22.2 mls at the throat. This gives a Reynolds number of 22900, 

meaning the flow is highly turbulent. 

The rate of energy dissipation in the VA is the product of the mass flow rate and 

the energy loss per unit mass: 
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-(po -p u~ _U
2 

) Energy dissipation rate = m Inlet p outlet + Inlet 2 outlet 

Equation 7 

The pressure drop across the VA for a control flow of 400 Ii/min is 33000 Pa. 

The average inlet and outlet velocities can be found from the flow areas. When these 

values are substituted into Equation 7, the value of energy dissipation rate for this flow 

condition is found to be 240 Watts. This can be divided by the mass of air in the VA to 

find the value of energy dissipation rate per unit mass. As the volume of the VA is 

roughly 1.5xl0-5 m3 this value is 15870 kW/kg. This means Equation 4 gives the 

average turbulent microscale as 4.5 Jlm. However the value of E will vary throughout 

the VA, so the turbulent microscale will vary considerably. 

IIl.i The breakup of drops smaller than the turbulent 

microscale 

The theory of local isotropy shows that the velocity distribution around a droplet 

will depend upon its size relative to the turbulent microscale. This can be seen by the 

difference in Equation 5 and Equation 6. The correct equation to use to fi~d the me~ 

square relative velocity across a droplet depends on its size relative to the turbulent 

microscale. Kolmogoroff2 used the result for relative velocity in Equation 6 to find the 

disruptive inertial stress, pu2
, on a droplet smaller than the turbulent microscale. He 

compared this with the stabilising surface tension stress to find the largest droplet that 

could survive without breakup. The resulting stress balance gave: 

( J
1/3 

d 
crv 

oc -max 
Pi; 

Equation 8 

However this equation has been strongly criticised by Shinnar53
, amongst others, 

as below the turbulent microscale disruptive forces will be viscous no~ inertial. The 

analysis by Taylor54 for a droplet being stretched into a cylinder by two dimensional, 

viscous flow gives:-
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dmax = (19 ) 
UJ.11 "4" f..ld + 4J.11 

Equation 9 

This equation has been adapted by several researchers but there is uncertainty 

about what to use for u, the principal positive strain rate in a real, three dimensional, 

turbulent flo\v. However 1110st droplets in the spray injected into the VA will be 

considerably larger than the turbulent microscale of the airflow. This means that 

Equation 9 would he inappropriate to describ~ the droplet breakup in the VA. 

IIl.ii The break up of drops larger than the turbulent 

microscale 

If the droplet size is greater than the turbulent microscale then the maIn 

disruptive forces are incrtial. These forces arise due to changes in eddy velocity over the 

length of the droplet. The velocity changes are described in Equation 5, and can be used 

to find the disruptive force on the droplet. Kolmogoroff and Hinze55 equated these 

with the stabilising surface tcnsion force and so deduced the maximum stable droplet 

size described in Eq uation 10. 

d oc crO.6E-o.4p-o.6 
max 

Equation 10 

When Equation lOis written in terms of critical Weber number it becomes: 

d = C WeO.6crO.6E-0.4p-O.6 
max 1 

Equation 11 

This equation has been widely utilised by chemical engineers, particularly for 

Scaling experinlental results for liquid-liquid emulsions in stirring tanks. It has also been 

sUccessfully applied for bubbles in a liquid. However Kocamustafaogullari56 suggests 

that the equation Inay not be applicable to liquid drops in gas flow. Empirical equations 

fitted to experinlcntal data show <1max to be strongly dependent on the liquid to gas 

density rati05
? He suggests that the entrainment of liquid drops by gas eddies cannot be 

Complete. This ll1cans that in relation to the small scale eddies the droplet acts as a 
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motionless solid body. Therefore the droplet break-up is strongly influenced by local 

relative velocity. The limiting local relative velocity at which a fluid will flow around a 

particle suspended in it, t1r max' is given by Levich58 as:-

Equation 12 

From Equation 5 and Equation 12 it can be seen that when the density of the 

dispersed phase is higher than that of the continuous phase: 

(;1' ~(::r 
Equation 13 

This shows that the velocity of the flow over the surface of the droplet is 

considerably larger than the velocity difference across the droplet due to turbulent 

fluctuations. As the liquid density is much greater than that of the gas, when u,. max is 

used to define the disruptive inertial force on the droplet, the maximum droplet diameter 

simplifies to: 

Equation 14 

where C3 is a proportionality coefficient from Equation 12, and should be of the 

order-of 1. Kocamust~faogullaris6 correlated this equation with experimental data59 for 

a simple flow field where E can be determined. He found Wee/C3 = 12.2. This gave 

acceptable correlation with the results of other experiments60
,61, although further 

experiments would be desirable to fully validate the value of Weer. 

The idea of droplet break-up at a critical Weber number has been questioned by 

Clark
62

• He points out that although the static deformation of a droplet is a function of 

ReYnolds number, in a turbulent flow the duration of the applied inertial forces is short. 

lIe develops a model of drop deformation, analogous to a spring mass damper system, 

to find the natural oscillation frequency of a droplet. Under the action of an impulse 
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force he found that the ll1axinlum stable droplet diameter was a function of all the 

variables in the problel11, namely drop diameter, internal and external phase viscosity 

and densities, surface tension and the magnitude and duration of the impulse force. He . 

suggests that the stat i c deflection is only applicable if the duration of the disturbing 

force is much greater than the deformation time of the drop. Otherwise dimensionless 

deformation should correlate data better than Weber number. His experiments63 provide 

reasonable, but inconclusive, support for this suggestion. However his model suffers 

from the drawback that its application requires detailed statistical knowledge of the 

turbulence in order to detenlline the disturbing forces. The simplicity of Equation 14 is 

to be preferred for lllOciellillg droplet break-up in the inertial range. However there 

remains the difficulty of estimating E in the flow in the VA, and some uncertainty as to 

the accuracy of the v;lIue of\Vecr' 

IV. Modelling turbulent flows 

It is planned to usc the extensive flow field data measured by King to model the 

breakup of droplets in the vortcx amplifier. It will again be scaled from his large 3.2" 

throat diameter V A to a 20mln throat diameter VA which is similar to the one used in 

experiments. 

To estilnatc the ll1aximum droplet diameter in the VA using Equation 14 it is 

necessary to estinlate E, the local energy dissipation rate, throughout the flow. The 

crudest way to do th i sis to fi nd the average value of E within the VA. This is a very 

rough technique as the valuc of E will vary considerably between the highly turbulent 

flOW-in the VA thro~lt and the flow at the diffuser outlet. However it does provide a 

Simple estimate for the value OrE. 

The static pressure drop across the VA provides the driving energy for turbulent 

dissipation. For the control flow state, the data from King shows that the static pressure 

drop is 1.12 kPa. This scales to 33 kPa for a VA with a 20 mm throat. Table 1 shows 

how an average value for f. can be calculated and used to estimate the m~imum droplet 

SiZe. The value llsed for the surface tension of n-heptane IS 

0.02 N/m64
• Clearly ;lS 1110st of the energy dissipation occurs in the VA throat the local 

Values of E will be higher, givi ng smaller drop sizes. 
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Parameter Source Value in modelled 

VA 

Pressure Drop, LlP Scaled from Kings V A 33000 Pa 

V A volume, Vol. Scaled from Kings V A 3 .44x 10-'+ m'> 

Control flow rate, Qc Scaled from Kings V A 7x10-'> m'>/s 
I-

Specific energy dissipation rate, £ (DpxQc)Nol 667 kW/kg 

- -
rlu,ax Equation 14 148 Jlm 

Table / Calculating maximum stable drop size from average energy dissipation rate 

King measured the pressure drop across just the exit throat, by placing static 

pressure tappings in the VA body. He found a pressure drop of 0.656 kPa. This scales 

to a pressure drop of 18.3 kPa for a 20 mm throat. As the volume of the throat is around 

1.02x 10-5 m3
, the local average value of energy dissipation rate is 12500 kW/s. As there 

is quite considerable acceleration through the throat some of this energy dissipation will 

be due to the increased kinetic energy of the flow. However if this value is taken as a 

rough estimate of £, then Equation 14 estimates ~ax as 46Jlm. Bearing in mind that this 

is a maximum droplet size the potential of the VA outlet flow to' produce fine sprays is 

supported. 

The values of energy dissipation rate scaled from the experimental data on the 

VA used by King will be lower than those found for the VA used in the current project. 

This is because the VA used by King contained a parallel outlet· throat. This 

Significantly increases the volume of the VA. Thus the VA used in the current project 

can ~e expected to produce smaller maximum droplet sizes as local values of E are 

higher. To calculate the magnitude of this effect Equation 14 was used to evaluate 

droplet size for the energy dissipation rate across the experimental VA calculated on 

page 108 (15870 kW/kg). This predicted dmax as 42Jlm. Obviously the inclusion of 

the outlet throat does not significantly effect predicted droplet sizes. 

To obtain a clearer idea of the distribution of the energy dissipation in the VA 

outlet more detailed study of the flow is required. For this some simple analysis of 

turbulent flow is required. The Navier Stokes equations governing the velocity of an 

Incompressible fluid are, in tensor notation:-
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ati j __ aUj 1 op a2uj 
-+ u· - = ---+ V--"--
at J axj P ax j axjaxj 

Equation 15 

The velocity of the fluid can be broken down into a time averaged mean and a 

fluctuating component:-

Equation 16 

If this is done the equation governing the mean kinetic energy of the turbulent 

velocity fluctuations can be obtained through manipulation of the Navier Stokes 

equations:-

Equation 17 

Where Sij and sij are the mean and fluctuating rates of strain defined as:-

_ 1 (au j aUjJ S .. =- -+-
IJ 2 ax. ax. 

J 1 

Equation 18 

The left hand side of Equation 17 is the rate of change of the mean kinetic 

energy of the turbulent velocity fluctuations. The right hand side of the equation shows 

this to be due to pressure gradient work, transport by turbulent velocity fluctuations, 

transport by viscous stresses and two kinds of deformation work. The first of the 

defonnation work terms is the turbulence production by the Reynolds stresses, which 

represents the exchange of kinetic energy between the mean flow and the turbulence. 

The second deformation work is the loss of turbulence energy to viscous forces'. At 

high Reynolds number where dissipation processes are isotropic this· ~econd term is 

equivalent to the energy dissipation rate E. 

Unfortunately Equation 17 cannot be used to estimate E. The terms in sij cannot 

be estimated from the available experimental data. Also to estimate mean values of the 
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products of fluctuating velocity components, would require an estimate of the 

correlation betwcen them. Due to the closure problem of Equation 17 it is not used in 

CFD models and illstead a tuodelled turbulent kinetic energy equation has been, 

developed. The assul11ptions required to derive this equation are: 

• Assu111c gradient diffusion of kinetic energy to replace the transport terms 

• Neglect pressurc gr~dient work 

• Replace Reynolds st resses by eddy viscosity equation Pk 

This gives the modelled turbulent equation as:-

Equation 19 

The value ()k is a turbulent Prandtl number and is usually assumed to be one. 

All the terms in tIle modelled kinetic energy equation can be ~ound from. the data in 

Kings thesis. The gr:ldients 0 r luean velocity can be found by interpolating between the 

tabulated values of mean velocities. The data for the kinetic energy of the fluctuations 

is presented as contour plots relative to the outlet velocity. Assuming that this 

distribution will rel11~lill the s:lIue when scaled to the smaller VA, these values can be 

tabulated and used ill the s~me way to determine the lljUi terms. 

Thus, to give a c1e~rer picture of the distribution of epsilon, these terms were 

deriyed fron1 K.ings d~lta. The only problem that remained was choosing an .appropriate 

Value for the turbulcllt \'iscosity. The equation usually used to determine J.lt with the 

mOdelled KE equation is:-

Equation 20 

where C~l is a turbulent constant with a value of 0.09. A FORTRAN programme 

\Vas written to solve the modclled KE equation and thus estimate E. The tabulated data 

from Kings thesis W~lS scaled to the VA of20 mm throat diameter and was then read in 
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by the programme. It then used the average value of E estimated earlier (12500 kW/s) 

in Equation 20 to give an initial value of Ilt. This was then used to estimate a new value 

of E. This continued until the value of Ilt converged. 

The results from these iterations are shown in a contour plot (Figure 55). This 

shows a number of interesting points. As might be expected it shows that the area of 

highest epsilon values is in the area of high tangential velocities, and that the potential 

for droplet shatter in the recirculating flow around the centre line is relatively small. It 

also shows that the flow in the VA outlet is capable of producing small values of <1max. 

As the previous model of droplet motion has shown that most droplets in the flow will 

be spun out into the areas of high tangential velocity, it seems to indicate that if droplet 

impaction onto the walls can be avoided, then the VA will produce a fine spray. 

It is worth bearing in mind that the results from this section of work indicate 

trends only. A number of assumptions have been made that will affect the accuracy of 

the results. The numerical constants in the equations used to find E and <1max have all 

been assumed, based on accepted values. The assumptions involved in deriving the 

rnodelled KE equation are likely to lead to significant inaccuracies, as it is known that 

the k-oe CFD approach is weak in predicting flows with high velocity gradients and 

curved streamlines. Also in addition to any experimental errors in Kings data, there is 

the possibility of it not accurately representing the 20 mm throat VA. This is 

particularly pertinent for the scaling of the data for relative intensity of the fluctuating 

Velocity. To achieve the scaling it was assumed that the intensity of the fluctuations 

Was the same relative to average outlet velocity for both V A s. Whilst it seems 

reasonable that the distribution should be the same in both VAs the magnitude of 

fluctuation relative to the outlet velocity may very well vary. This is particularly the 

case if rotational fluctuations are significant, as seems likely in these flow conditions. 

Given the assumptions that have had to be made in order to obtain a numerical 

prediction of droplet size, it is clear that the plot of predicted maximum droplet size is 

best used only as a guide, rather than absolute values. However the work is valuable in 

11l1proving the understanding of the experimentally observed results. 
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Figure 55 Maximum stable drop size (pm) in outletjlow from the VA at controljlow = 400 Ii/min 



CHAPTER 8 

Experimental results from optimised VA 

The aton7isation potential of the new Vortex Amplifier was 

assessed, both vvith the Malvern particle sizer and photographically. 



Chapter 8 Experimental Results from Optimised VA 

Overview 

The hvo preceding chapters presented numerical simulations of droplet 

behaviour within the new VA. These indicated that there was a strong potential for it to . 

produce very fine sprays. They also suggest that droplets impacting on the VA diffuser 

walls may still cause serious problems. However it was hoped that the greatly reduced 

chamber height of the ne\v VA would allow the spray to penetrate beyond the VA 

diffuser without signi licant quantities impacting upon the walls. 

Once again the spray was measured with the Malvern particle sIzer. 

Photographs of the spray \vere taken to confirm the Malvern particle sizer readings and 

provide an indication of the flow pattern. The potential for good atomisation is greatest 

when there is pure control flow through the VA, and so most of the tests concentrate on 

this condition. The tests exan1ine the effect of varying the flow rate and changing 

different aspects of th'~ VA gcometry. 

I. Malvern Particle Sizer measurements on new VA 

I.i Droplet sizes produced by the VA with control flow 

The Malvern particle sizer is the primary method of evaluating the spray 

atomisation. The SM 0 valucs presented throughout this chapter were obtained using it. 

The method of data gathering was the same as that described in Chapter 3 for the 

previous spray ll1CaSUrcl11ents with the VGV A. Thus each plotted data point is an 

average of twenty s\vecps 0 r the detector, so represents data from twenty different 

firings of the injector. The firing of the injector is synchronised with t~e Malvern 

detector sweep by a d~lta acquisition board producing a triggering pulse. 

As described in Chapter 5 the new VA was designed so that the diffuser and the 

downstream geometry could both be varied. In the first series of spray measurements 

the VA was fitted with the ori fice plate diffuser, and the large volume viewing box wa~ 
attached to the outlet. 

This is an impractical geometry for use in an engine. The orifice plate gives 

Comparatively poor \' A pcrfonnance. In addition a large volume would introduce 

SeVere transient control problc111S in an engine. However this arrangement allows the 

Spray produced by the vortex Ilow to be easily observed. This allows confirmation of 
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the atomising potcntial of the VA, and provides a baseline to indicate how well more 

practical outlet geOll1ctry would perform. 

The nleasuremcl1t zone where the laser beam from the Malvern particle sizer. 

intersected the spray \vas 60111111 downstream of the VA backwall. Visual observation of 

the VA and vicwing chambcr confirm that very little fuel is deposited against the walls 

prior to the meaSUrC111cnt zonc. 

Tests indicate that the lnain body of the spray passes through the measurement 

Zone the period bctwccn 12 and 16 milliseconds after injection. To allow easy 

comparison bctwccn sprays produced at different control flow rates it was decided to 

Use the SMD 111casurClllc11t 14ms after injection as typical of the spray,. Spray 

measurements \vere conductcd over a wide range of control flow rates, and the SMDs of 

the sprays at 14n1S aftcr injcction are presented in Figure 56. 
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Figure 56 Measured SMDs with controlflow through the VA 

It can be seen in figure 56 that the VA is an effective atomiser. It reduces the 

SMn of the spray frol11 115 p 111 with no flow to 251lm when the control flow i~ 400 

Ii/min. Excellent atOlllisation is achieved at all flows above 300 Ii/min. 

Another feature of the results is the large scatter in the measured SMD at 

fioWrates bet\veen 200 and 300 Ii/min. In this region the SMD measured could vary 

across a 60 11111 range. However outside this range the scatter of the measurements was 
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much lower. For instance at 350 Ii/min all the measurement Iie within a 10 Jlm range, 

and at 400 li/nlin the range is less than 5Jlm. 

The pressure drop across the VA is 0.385ba at 400 Ii/min. At this pressure drop, 

air shrouded injectors produce a spray with an SMD of roughly 40Jlm, and require a 

pressure drop of around O.G bar to achieve a spray SMD of 25Jlm7. This seems to 

indicate that the VA could achieve good spray atomisation over a much wider range of 

engine conditions than an air shrouded injector. 

I.ii Effect of varying the VA outlet diffuser 

In any practical applic1tion the VA would be fitted with a diffuser on its outlet 

rather than just an orifice plate. This is to reduce the supply flow pressure drop, which 

in an engine application would increase the volumetric efficiency. The VA in the test 

rig was designed so that two different diffusers, as well as the orifice plate, could be 

attached to the outlet. These hoth have the same area ratio of approximately 3.6:1, and 

Were 20mm and 4otnnllong. 

Attaching these to the VA could effect the spray arriving at the measurement 

zone in two \vays. The attachment of a diffuser will change the pattern of airflow at the 

VA exit where atOlnisation Likes place, which could alter the spray SMD. Also the 

Spray may be deposited against the diffuser walls. The numerical simulation has shown 

that the latter will tend to ~I nect Inainly the smaller droplets, causing the measured SMD 

to rise. 

The spray SMDs wcre measured with each outlet attached. The VIewIng 

chamber was still used, attached to the VA outlet, to allow easy optical access, and the 

diffusers discharge into this. Spray SMDs were measured with the Malvern particle 

siZer. Photographs wcre LIken to support these measurements. The measurements were 

again taken 14ms after injection with the measurement zone in the same position as in 

the first set of tests. 

The SMDs of sprays measured with different outlet diffusers are shown in 

Figure 57. 
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Fig/lre 57 Measured SMDs with different outlet diffusers. 

o Orifice 
o 20mm Diffuser 
6. 46mm Diffuser 

It is clear that at control flows below 200 Ii/min the VA outlet has a minimal 

effect on the Sl\lD measured hy the Malvern particle sizer. The difference in the SMD 

values observed at this flow r~lte are within the range of experimental scatter found in 

earlier tests. I lowcver at higher flow rates the longer diffuser clearly affects the spray. 

Both the orifice and shorkr d i ITuser outlet both show a considerable reduction in SMD 

as control flow increases. III contrast the large diffuser fails to reduce the droplet 

diameter belo\v 13011111, and so would produce very poor air to fuel mixing. 

It would appear that the smaller droplets in the spray are being deposited on the 

diffuser walls, so that the I11c:lsured SMD of the spray increases. The shorter diffuser 

perfonns as wel1 as the ori flce plate, with the data points being practically identical, and 

it would appear that the spray passes through it without significant deposition of fuel on 

the walls. 

I.iii Effect af varying injector position 

The nUlnerical simulation of droplet breakup within the VA had shown that the 

lllost turbulent flo\v lay 0 rr t h~ central axis of the VA. It was therefore possible that 

atomisation might be improved by injecting the spray off centre so that more of the fuel 

Would pass through this highly turbulent region. 
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In addition the sil1lubtion on droplet motion in the VA had shown that droplets 

injected into this region pcnetrated further into the VA. This is because of the core of 

reversed flow at the centre of the VA outlet. Thus it was felt that offsetting the injector. 

may reduce droplet deposition. 

The injector was Inovcd so that its"axis was offset from that of the VA chamber 

by 5mm. The orifice plate \v~lS attached to the VA outlet and the flow exited into the 

viewing chan1ber. The S1\1D measurements obtained are compared in Figure 58 with 

those already obtained for a cCI1trally positioned injector in the same conditions. 
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Figllre 58 C()mparison of resu Its for axial and offset injector positions 

The results appear to j I1dicate that there is an advantage in having the injector 

Offset at lower flo\v rates. This is because the SMD of the spray produced with the 

injector offset is always ~lt the lower end of the range of SMDs observed with the 

centrally placed injector. Thus although the best performance for the centrally placed' 

injector is as good as that with the offset injector, the offset injector achieves this 

Performance rcpeatably. 

The higher values in the range of SMDs observed with the centrally placed 

injector are caused by the bulk of the spray not passing through the most turbulent part 

of the flow. At the higher flow rates the swirl is sufficient to ensure that the spray is 
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centrifuged into the 1110st turbulent region wherever the injector is placed. This means 

there is less scatter at the high control flow end of the graph, and the measurements 

from the centrally positioned ~lI1d offset injectors are the same. 

I.iv Results with supply flow and mixed control and supply 

flovl through the VA 

The preceding tests have established that the VA can atomise the spray 

effectively at high control flow rates. To see how effective the atomisation is across the 

rest of the VA flo\v regime tests were conducted with supply flow and mixed supply and 

control flow. The proportions of supply flow and control flow into the VA were varied 

with the control valves fitted in the rig. Spray measurements were taken in the same 

way as for the previous tests. 

J.illa Test with pure supply flow 

Spray IneaSUre11lcnt were taken with only supply flow passing through the VA at 

the same levels of flow tll:lt Inti been used in the experiments with control flow. The 

orifice plate ,vas attached to I he outlet of the VA and the spray discharged into the 

viewing chamber. The position and timing of the measurements were kept the same as 

the previous tests. 

The rcsults from these tcsts are shown in Figure 59. For comparison the SMDs 

measured previously with control flow through the VA are also shown on the graph. 

Unsurprisingly the supply flow produces considerably larger droplet sizes. This 

confirms that the excellent atoll1isation produced by the VA is largely due to the very 

turblllent nature of the vortex now. 
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Figure 59 C()mparison of measured SMD for supply and controlflow 

1.ivb Test with mixed supply flow and controlflow 

Tests \\'ere also conducted with mixed mode flows. These were conducted in the 

same way as the pure supply flow tests, but control flow was introduced. The flow 

through the V j\ \vas kept con~tant at 400 Ii/min and the relative proportions of control 

and supply flow \vere varicd. 

The results fro111 thcse tests are shown in Figure 60. As expected the best 

atomisation is achieved with pure control flow, and atomisation remains good until the 

SUpply flow increases beyond 3/5ths of the total flow. 

A surprising fe~lture 0 r the results is that with mixed flow at low control flow 

rates the at01nisation is wor~;e than that achieved by the pure supply flow. The 

explanation for this C~1I1 hc Cmnd in the velocity distribution within the VA. The 

Introduction of control now causes the axial velocity at the centre of the VA outlet to 

fall. This is because tile tlllgclltial momentum imparted by the control flow causes the 

axial velocity distribution ;\cross the outlet to peak close to the walls and be lower in the 

centre. As the injector W;lS ccntrally positioned in these tests this means that as control 

flow is increased the fllcl isinjccted into lower velocity air flow. This means that the 

relatiVe velocity bctween the spray and the airflow, which provides the disruptive force 

to shatter the spray, is reduced. This leads to the observed rise in droplet size until the 
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vortex becomes sufficiently turhulent to shatter the spray and distribute it throughout the 

outlet flow. 

Total Flow through VA 400 Ii/min 
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Fi~II"(, (jO Measured SMDsfor mixed modeflow through the VA 

I.v Effect cf varying pipework downstream of the VA 

The large viewing ch~111lber attached to the VA outlet in all the experiments 

above would have deleterious effects on engine control if it were actually fitted in an 

intake system. This is due to the time lag it would introduce. In practice there is only a 

short port between the injector and the cylinder in a multi point injection engine. It was 

therefore necessary to observe the spray from the VA passing through such -a short port, 

to assess how it affected the ~ltol11isation. Again there was the possibility of spray being 

flung against the walls, p~lrt icularly in light of the modelling results and the experiments 

In section ii which indicated tl1:s happened in the longer diffuser. 

A tubular outlet \\'~IS ~lttached to the outlet of the VA in place of the viewing 

Chamber. This had all illtc:T~:t! diameter of 28mm. Windows were attached to allow 

access for the laser be:l1l1 ~1t the 111easurement position which was again 60mm from the 

VA backwall. The spray \\,~1S measured in the tube, with either the orifice plate or the 

slllaller diffuser attached to the VA outlet. The VA was supplied with control flow 
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only. Spray n1casureml'l1ts wC:'c recorded with the Malvern particle sizer across a range 

of flow rates. 

The results from this testing are plotted in Figure 61. The measurements that 

were taken earlier with the spray discharged into the viewing chamber are included for 

comparison. 
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Figure 61 SM/) 1J/('{/SIIl'('II1Cllfs with a tube outlet attached to the VA (viewing chamber results included/or 

comparison. 

Again it can b~ ~;eel1 t11:1t the tube has little effect up to flows of 200li/min. As 

the flow increases beyond this the SMD is larger than that attained in the viewing 

Chamber. These rcslllt~ arc ~imilar to those measured with the long diffuser attached, 

Which appear in Figurc 57. j\gain this can be attributed to the smaller droplets being 

flung against the walls. 

The measurcmcnts of SMD with the tube outlet attached indicate that in an 

engine little fucl would tr~1\'el down the intake port from the VA to the cylinder without 

being deposited on the w~111s. Further testing was undertaken to confirm this. Two 

different tube lengths were ~ltt:1ched to the VA outlet. The flow from these then passed 

Into the viewing ch~t1lber, wlllTe any fuel carried in the airstream coul4 be measured. 

The first of these was I (JOI11 111 long, the second 50mm. 

The results 1'r0111 these tests confirmed the severity of the spray deposition. With 

the longer (100n1111) tube ]10 droplets emerged into the measurement zone (160mm from 

the VA backwall) if the co 11 t ru 1 flow was increased above 100 Ii/min. With the 50mm 
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tube droplets \vere obscrvccl ~lt flows up to 200 Ii/min. Again at higher control flow 

rates no droplets \vcre c3rried through the tube. Clearly at the higher flowrates all the 

spray is deposited against the tube walls. 

II. Photographs of sprays from the new VA 

Photographs of the spr~ly produced by the VA 'were taken to provide further data 

on spray formation within the VA. These confirmed the validity of the Malvern particle 

sizer measuren1ents. T'he photographs of the spray were taken in the large viewing box 

attached to the VA outlet ()\'e:' :1 range of control flows. 

The spray was ill1lll1iJl3ted with a normal camera flash. To improve the 

resolution of the pl1otogr~lpll only a thin sheet of the spray parallel to the plane of the 

camera lens was illull1illakd. This was achieved by directing the camera flash through a 

narrow slit so that it lit a sllcet of spray in the focal plane of the camera. Due to the high 

speed of the spray the pl1()to~lraphs are not perfectly focused, but they still provide 

valuable indications or the spr:ly behaviour. 

The photograph.; arc presented on figures showing their position relative to the 

Vortex chamber, in.icctor alit! IllC3SUrement zone. They are twice actual size. 

Two photographs ~lrc c()ll1pared in Figure 62 and Figure 63. The first shows the 

Spray with a low control 11u\\' through the VA, the other a high control flow rate. With 

the low flow rate it C:ll1 be SC":::1 that the spray in the measurement zone contains large 

droplets and is conccntr:ltcd ill :1 narrow cone. In contrast in the second photograph very 

few individual droplets :Irl' \'i~:i!)le, and most of the spray appears as a fine mist.' This is 

Consistent with the vcry 1,)\\' :;MD recorded at this flow rate. Also the spray is not 

resident in the centrc or til'..' \'i'~'wing chamber, but has been moved out to the sides by 

the spinning flow. At thc :op uf the photograph it can be seen that the spray from the 

Injector penetrates illto tIll.: v!c'.Ving chamber, but is rapidly dispersed by the turbulent 

flow through the Oll t let. 

Figure 64 and Figure (;5 show photographs with outlet diffusers attached. In 

both photographs tile !low t!:I\)ugh the VA is 400 Ii/min and is all control flow. The 

first photograph shows the S!10rter diffuser. It can be seen that the spray is similar to 

that with the orifice pLttc :It hi)::'Il control flow in that most of the spray appears as a fine 

lllist of droplets. A few Ltrg·: drops, which appear to have been re-entrained from the 
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diffuser wall are prl'Sl'l1l. Thc >:pray has not been flung as far out to the side as was the 

case with the spray Crcnl t1:e or: (ice plate, since the diffuser obviously allows for a more 

gradual expansion or the :lirflcw into the viewing chamber. However most of the fine 

droplets are at the cdg~ of the flo\v from the diffuser. 

In the photogl":lph of the long diffuser only a few large droplets can be seen 

exiting the left hand l'd,::,;c of the diffuser. This agrees with the Malvern particle sizer 

measurements \vhich indic:lte that most of the spray is deposited in the diffuser. 

III. Discussi·:Jn 

This chapter has prl'sented a considerable amount of experimental data 

measuring the atoll1is~ltiUI1 pot\.~ntial of the VA. The effect of control flow rate upon the 

SMD of sprays prl)\.!Llc~:d ill tIle VA has been investigated. Some measurements have 

been made of the iIlI1UL'I1Cc or the relative proportions of control and supply flow upon 

the droplet size. This wdliid c1carlybe important in an engine application where the VA 

would to operate throll~'i1ollt tl~e entire range of flows, from pure control at idle, to pure 

SUpply at wide open til ro ttl c. Further testing has considered the effect of a number of 

different outlet geollll'lrics on tile effectiveness of the atomisation. 

IIl.i Accur;:-::y of results 

The quantitativL' IllL~~lS\lrelnents of droplet size were obtained with a Malvern 

Particle sizer. This is :1 n~ry accurate instrument. However there is still a level of 

uncertainty in the results. Thi·) is mainly attributable to the measurement of a volatile 

SPtay. There was e\'id~IKC t ;;:It some refraction of the laser beam took. place in the 

density gradients Cillsni hy !!le spray evaporating. This effect is known as beam 

steering. The prCSCl1l'L' or bC:lll1 steering was shown by the skewing of the scattered 

light energy distribl,til');l lklt was measured by the Malvern particle sizer, which was 

observed during the g:ltlierillg llCdata. 

Beam stecri Ilg \\ i II rest I1t in undeflected light being measured by the innermost 

ringS of the light sCl1sitivc dio\.~cs in the Malvern particle sizer detector. This will lead 

to the value of SMU c:liclI!:ttc.t from this data being higher than that of the spray. To 

qUantify the effect 01'111-.' Ih.':1Il1 steering several results were analysed with the data from 

the innermost diodes i~~:lO!'l'd. This will give a value for the spray SMD assuming that 
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none of the light detcc:cd ~It the innermost rings was diffracted from large droplets. 

This analysis showed tllC minimum bound to the SMD, assuming all the light on the 

innermost rings of the d,:tcctor to be the result of beam steering, to be within 10% of the 

calculated SMD fr0111 tll'~ \\'lloL~ sample of the scattered light data. 

The photogr~lpi1ic \\'011 showed the persistence of a few large drops in the spray 

within the measurelll:':~l /'.(l:lC. It was therefore decided to calculate the SMD from the 

full sample ofca1cubtc,! li~:~llt data as some of the scattered light on the innermost rings 

Was attributable to llll'::c lar~'~ drops. As some beam steering is believed to have 

occurred this analysis \\ill u\'cr predict the SMD. Thus the reported SMDs represent an 

upper bound to the splay si/c \vith a tolerance of -10%. 

The results ill F:~~lIi\' 5() show a large scatter in SMD between flow rates of250 

and 300 Ii/min. It is illlport~lllt to realise that this is not genuine experimental scatter, 

but the measurenlcnl ui' ,\ t:.l.'lllline physical effect. It has been explained in terms of the 

interaction between thl' :.;pr:l~' ;1!ld the region of highest turbulence in the flow. Both the 

flow path of the spray. ~;:1(1 tile ;losition of the most turbulent airflow are not fixed. This 

means some meaSUrCl11l':lts record very small droplet sizes when the spray interacts with 

the highest turbulcl1c,-' ::ir, :IIH! S0111e record larger sizes when it does not. A~ higher 

flowrates the turbukLl'l' 0 t' :!l:..~ air at the VA axis is always sufficient to disperse the 

Spray into the higltly LlrLlIlcl~t region near the outlet walls. This is why the large 

amOunt of scatter is lILt llH:l:d :It higher flowrates. 

Evidence to SLl;)I~Orl this explanation of the scatter comes from the measurements 

taken with the injector () lr~:~·t J'rnI11 the VA axis by 5mm. In this position the bulk of the 

Spray must interact willi tli·,,' hi.~'hest turbulence flow. These measurements do not show 

the scatter associated \\ it h (11C previous results. Furthermore they show the same value 

OfSMD as the lowest rl'l'onkd with the centrally positioned injector. This confirms that 

the low SMD rccorcLd \\' i i Il 1 he centrally placed injector were caused by the spray 

Interacting with thc l1i~!:ly tllrblilent region of airflow. 

To conlpletcly i'l,tiC Ottt an explanation of this scatter based on' beam steering 

llleasurements were t:lk~'11 ,l'l'l'!- a pcriod of several weeks. As beam steering is caused 

by Spray evaporatiulL till.' 1!1:!gnitude of the effect will depend upon atmospheric 
cOndo. 

Ihons. There \\'a'; iH):(nT,'lation between the amount of scatter in measured SMD 

and the temperature, PI'C>:Slll,(.' :ll1d humidity in the laboratory. 
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It seenlS cleal [h.lt tile s,-'atter in the results is due to random elements beyond the 

control of the experi 111l.': : t. TI L'se include random fluctuation of the VA flow field and 

imperfect repeatab iii t >' ,) r til e i nj ector positioning and supply pressure. These small 

effects seem sufficicllt :0 dCk:'mine whether or not the spray interacts with the most 

turbulent region of tlil' ;! i rllo\\'. 

IIl.ii Q'v'cPJicW of results 

The results PI'l:-i\..'lltL'd ill Figure 56 clearly show that excellent atomisation can be 

achieved at control j k\\' :'~Itc) of above 300 Ii/min, and good atomisation can be 

achieved at lower fln\\' r:ll':S. There is however a good deal of scatter in the SMD 

achieved at the lower I L I\\' r:!!cs. Figure 58 shows that positioning the injector so that it 

is offset from the CCll! ;';i I :1.\ is u f the VA removes this scatter. By offsetting the injector 

the bulk of the spr::l y i:-i ll'lt: 1 i 11 (0 pass through the most turbulent region in the outlet, so 

ensuring the s1l1allest p(l;sihlc droplets sizes are produced. 

Figure GO shu\\':' ll1:tl t'nod atomisation can be achieved across much of the VA 

Operating reginlc as llli.cd Jl1nde flows produced fine sprays .. However when supply 

flow was increased SU til:ll it constituted more than about 60% of the flow supplied to 

the VA atomisation CI'i'l\.'ti\'cllc:';s was reduced. 

Unfortunately tl.~'sc pO':itive results were obtained with an experimental set up 

that does not accurately rl'p:\~S!~'l1t conditions within any feasible engine design. This is 

because the VA Otlt!:-t \\':1:; lilted with an orifice plate rather than a diffuser and the 

llleasurements arc 1:1"'.11 ill :1 Lt!'ge volume viewing chamber. 

The results td:l'j I 1I1llkr tll0re realistic conditions were much less encouraging. 

Although the shorte:' d: ;rll:<cr produced sprays with SMDs as low as those measured 

with the orifice plate, :1: hi~'1i (.',)l1trol flow rates most of the spray was deposited within 

the long diffuser. /\ \:1) the ::pray was deposited within the pipe outlets that we~e 

attached to the VA. Ulll\.'ss this problem can be overcome the excellent atomisati.on of 

Sprays within the \' ,\ I.,> dr littk practical value. 

IIl.iii /\dunlp:s to prevent droplet deposition 

The route to O\'l'i"c~)l1lil:g the spray deposition is not obvious. A simple change 

In the size of the V. \ is l! 111 i kely to provide a solution. Increasing the VA outlet 
d' 
Iallleter would nlC:11l ! he po~:ition of the injector was further from the walls, which 
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would offer a reuucliuI1 i 11 spr:ly deposition. However to maintain VA performance the 

chamber height \vUL: Id L.t n: to be increased. This would increase the residence time of 

the spray within tll(.' hi:y or tl:e VA. The earlier work with the VGVA indicates that' 

this would lead to Sj1r~iy ,k;l()si:ion within the vortex chamber. 

Some sinlplc l'll;ll~l~S t,) the VA geometry were tested in an attempt to prevent 

droplet deposition. 'I'll\..' injcctor was advanced into the chamber so that it was level with 

the plane of the VJ\ olltkt ill the hope that this would allow greater spray,penetration. 

However measuremcllts with t~iC long diffuser again showed that spray diameter did not 

drop below 130~nl fur [ilC r~tl1~'C of control flows tested. This indicates that most of the 

spray was still dcposikd \\'itlliil the diffuser. 

Another appro:l,"'!l \,::lS :0 place a cylindrical gauze mesh in the VA outlet in an 

attempt to catch thc ~,p:;ly hc!~ H-e it was deposited. However this disturbed the outlet 

flow so that atonlis~ltil;ll \\,:1.') \\'I)rse at most flow conditions. 

It was hoped tillt thc:\~ \vas a possibility to minimise droplet deposition by 

timing the injectioll I'll :)\..' !o '.-oincide with vortex spin up or spin down in unsteady 

flow. To investig:ltc lLi:-; the VA \vas tested with pulsed airflow. The results of this 

testing are presented ill t:1C Il~C.\t chapter. 
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Figure 6] Spray Photograph. COlltrol "'ow .= 100 /i/mill. Orifice "Iale allached 10 r-:., e.xit 
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Figure 63 Spray Photograph. Control Flow = 400 Ii/min. Orifice plate attached to VA exit 
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Figure 64 Spray Photograph. Control Flow = 400 Ii/min. Short diffuser attached to VA exit 
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Vip.llre 05 Spray Photograph. ('01ltrol V/ow -IO() /i ·",ill . / ,01lP. clU/;(ser aI/ached to , >, exit 
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CHAPTER 9 

Fuel injection into unsteady airflow 

To indicate the performance of the Vortex Amplifier under real 

engine conditions, tests were conducted with unsteady airflow. 



Chapter 9 Fllel Injection into Unsteady Airflow 

I. Introduction 

The previous chapters have presented results from numerical modelling and 

experiments investigating droplet behaviour in the VA under conditions of steady 

airflow. These have shown encouraging indications that the VA could produce sprays 

that are finer than those fr0111 current automotive injectors. However the flow through a 

spark ignition engine is obviously pulsed. Under these conditions the vortex in the 

chamber will take time to fon11. It is possible that if the 'spin up' time for the vortex is 

large it could adversely effect the droplet breakup. To see if this was a significant factor 

some tests were required to examine the effect of pulsed airflow in the VA. 

II. Test rig for pulsed flow through the VA 

The steady flow test rig ,vas altered by inserting a rotating valve that could chop 

the airflow into pulses. This chopping valve is shown schematically, just after opening, 

in Figure 66. It consisted of a rotating cylinder inside a cylindrical housing. Both the 

housing and the rotor had holes in them. Thus when these holes were aligned the valve 

allowed airflow to pass. The inlet and outlet holes were at different axial positions 

along the cylinder so th~lt that the valve would open once per revolution. The holes at 

the inlet to the valve were llluch larger than the exit ones so that the flow is controlled 

only at the outlet. 

The valve is open for approxiInately 37° of the 3600 of the valves rotation. A 

tyPical inlet valve in a fOllr stroke spark ignition engine would open about 5° before 

TDC of the induction stroke, :lI1d close 45° after BDC, a total valve opening angle of 

230°65 for every 720 0 of rotltion. Figure 67 shows a comparison of the chopping valve 

with a typical engine inlet valve. 

It can be seen th~lt the opening profile of the chopping valve is similar in shape 

to that of an engine valve. As the chopping valve opens every 360~ rather than every 

7200 the frequency or the chopping valve is twice that of an engine running at the same 

speed. 
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Figure 66 Schematic diagram of chopping valve 
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Obviously the openil1~! angle of the chopping valve is smaller than it should be 

for an accurate simulatioll of' a inlet valve. It is open for approximately 10% of the 

valve period, an engine valvc is open for about 28% of the period. However the flow 

through the valve Slll!ttlc1 be roughly representative of flow in an SI engine running at 

twice the speed. 

As the prinl~lry concern of the project is the atomisation of the spray at engine 

idle and low power, 1110St (bb \vas gathered with the chopping valve rotating at 400 

rpm. The flow obscrvcd should correspond approximately to that in a: engine intake port 

at the typical idle speed 0 r all ~: r engine of 800 rpm. 

Clearly there ~Ire cOllsidcrable differences between the flow in the test rig and 

that that would be uhserved 011 a n1ulti cylinder engine. The pulsed flow work only 

indicates trends rather th~lIl allowing accurate prediction of behaviour in an engine. 
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Fig/lre 67 C()/III/orison of chopping valve and engine inlet valve opening profiles 

The test rig \v~IS il1strllmented to measure the pulsed flow. A magnetic pickup 

was installed on the chopping v~11ve to detect the speed of rotation. The output from this 

pickup was fed to a digital readout that displayed the revolutions per minute, and also to 

the data acquisition hoard. This allowed the pressure readouts to be related to the 

position of the choppil1g valve. 

12V Power 
SlI;Jply 

Pressure 
Tapping Pressure 

Tapping 

----\ Malvern Detector Viewing 
Chamber 

Fig/lre 68 Schematic of test rig adaptedfor pulsedflow 

1 

-I L... __ L_a_se_r_--, 

Pressure tappings were positioned upstream and downstream of the chopping 

Valve. These allowed access ror the Dnlck pressure transducer. The output from this 
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· Chapter 9 rllellnjection into Unsteady Airflow 

pressure transducer cm be fed to the data acquisition board, to allow the variation of 

pressure with chopping vnlvc rotntion to be observed. 

The rotameter wns left in the test rig. This was to allow the opening of the valve 

supplying the test ri g to be set repeatably. With the chopping valve fixed in the wide 

open position, the throttle position could be set to give a value of steady flow, measured 

by the rotanleter. UIICC the throttle position was set in this way the chopping valve 

could be started to Ih.·gin pulsing the flow. It was very hard to set the inlet throttle 

position repeatably ill :111y ot her way due to the large pressure drop across it. 

III. Simpie Lun:ped Capacitance model of flow through 

VA test rig 

To relate the drop si/es measured with pulsed flow in the VA to the steady flow 

results it was neces~;:\l'y to know how the airflow through the VA varied with time. It 

Was decided to COllstrllct a mathcmatical model to describe this. Abdul-Wahab4 

successfully nlodelkd flow through the VA when he used it as an engine throttle with a 

simple lumped cap~l(itancc modcl. A similar method was used in an attempt to model 

pulsed flow tlu'ougl1 the test ri~~ llsed in the current project. 

The basis of tile model assunles that the flow through the chopping valve can be 

determined by the ,.:quatioll Cor conlpressible flow through an orifice, which for 

unchoked flo\-v is: 

Equation 21 

In Equation .21 CJ) is a discharge coefficient, AR a reference area, and the 

SUbscripts U and DreIer to conditions upstream and downstream of the chopping valve 

respectively. 

Clearly the :ll"l.:a of the chopping valve varies as the valve rotates. When the 

Orifice is fully open it is a rectangle of 371nm length and 13mm width. As the valve 

rotates the width vrlrics between Omn1 and 13mm, being closed for most of the time (see 

Figure 66). The di;ll11der of the chopping valve is 80mm. IfTDC (i.e. 0°,360° etc. of 
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chopping valve rotation) is taken as the point \vhere the valve is just about to open, the 

width of the valve, b, is: 

b = 80sin(ej2) 

b = 13 - 80sin(1/2[e -18.7]) 

b=O 

Equation 22 

The area of the chopping valve is thus: 

AR =37xbmm2 

Equation 23 

o < e ::; 18.7 

18.7 < e ::; 37.4 

37.4 < e::; 360 

As well as the chopping valve the test rig also contains the VA and a viewing 

chamber, and connecting pipework. The basic layout of the test rig is shown in 

Figure 69. 

Throttle Chopping Valve Viewing Chamber 

Vortex Amplifier 

Figure 69 Schematic layout oJ test rig Jor pulsed flow 

In the model of the test rig the flow through the throttle and chopping valve can 

be modelled with Equation 21. By treating the pipes and the viewing chambers as pure 

capacitances and assuming adiabatic flow the pressures can be modelled as in Equation 

21. 

dP r - 1 (. err· c T ) -;Jt = Vol m;1I pi;1I - m 01l1 p 0111 

Equation 24 

This leaves only the VA to be modelled. A FORTRAN programme was written 

to solve Equation 21 and Equation 24 in the test rig with the VA modelled empirically 

from a curve fitted to the measured steady state control flow data. The simulation was 

rUn with a pressure upstream of t~e thro~tle of 1 bar, the viewing chamber exiting to 
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atmosphere and the '--'lldpping \,:Ilve rotating at 400 rpm. The results from the simulation 

are compared to tho~;,-' fi"OI11 cxperilnental n1easurements on the test rig in Figure 70. 

130000 ~-.-------------, 

~ :::::::r~~~w::"~ 
~ I ( .. ~ .. ~ 

115000 ~ , ... :~;.-e 
:J en I e 110000 

Do 

105000 

20 40 60 

Time (ms) 

-a-Mcx:1elled pressure 
upstream of the 
chopping valve 

--b:-Mcx:1elled pressure 
downstream of the 
chopping valve 

-+-Measured pressure 
upstream of the 
chopping valve 

-e-Measured pressure 
80 downstream of the 

chopping valve 

Figure 70 CIJ/,'/'({fis(l1/ O(",('(lslIfed IJfcs.\'IIres ill test rig and resultsfrom lumped capacitance model 

The modelkd rcslllts do not give a particularly good approximation to the 

experimentally 111CJ:l:rcd pressurcs. The measured pressure downstream of the 

chopping valve lags ll,e predicted pressure by a considerable amount. Upstream of the 

chopping valve the 1.1.Jdelled pressure recovers nl0re rapidly than was actually the case. 

In addition it does 1 jot 111 0 (L.:I the secondary oscillations that are a feature of the 

measured pressure y;:illCS. 

The deficicl1c:; ill the model is attributable to the test rig containing some long 

narrow pipes \vhicll I. {)uld not he accurately represented as pure capacitances. A more 

Sophisticated 1110dci,\;tS obyiollsly required. It ,vas decided to use a software package 

that had been dcvl'l, ::)cd at ~;hcflicld university that modelled pipe networks using 

transmission line 111u.t-:lIing. 

IV. Trali~~mis£.iQn Line rv10delling of flow through VA tes~ 

rig. 

Translnissioil linc modelling W(1S originally developed to analyse transients in 

electrical networks(" It lre:lt~~ :1 network as translnission lines offering media through 

Which waves travel. .\ flow ll~~work is ~I series of these transmission lines connected by 

flow junctions. Sc:::t~Tillg or' the \\,~I\,CS ll1ay occur at junctions. The Sheffield 

University Network ,\n~lysis SOft\v~ll"C (SUNAS) models each pipe as a number of 
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transmissions lines, I :ach translnission line has its dynamic elements represented as a 

point resistance, C:1P:lcit:lI1ce or inertance. By having several transmission lines 

representing each p i p,~ the model increases the distribution of the lumped dynamic 

elements. This impnwes the ~lccuracy of the modelling. A detailed description of the 

formulation ofthc 1:1, ~ lcl has becn pllblished67
• 

The SUNAS ;)rogralllll1e requires the information about the network to be 

entered as a dataset. 'fhe g.,'olllctry () r the network is entered first by entering the 

number of nodes ~1I1.1 pipes and the links betvveen them. The length and diameter of 

each pipe can thcll II,.' entered, Data has to be entered for each of the nodes. The 

boundary nodes C;IL ,~ither be const:lllt flo\v junctions or have a constant external 

pressure with a lill",'.:;' or qU:lf,lratic resistance. Each internal node can be defined as 

either a linear, quadl':: l ic or ti n:c varyi ng resistance. 

The test rig \\:I~ 1110de!!cd as (i pipes linking 7 nodes. A diagram of the network 

is shown in Figure 71 (all dil1L'llsions in metres). 

Comparin g j' i : ~ 1I rc G <) :111 d rig II re 71 it is clear that the netWork modelling 

undertaken with thl' SUNAS softw~lI'c is considerably more sophisticated than the 

simple capacitance llll'dcl. As stich more accurate results are to be expected. However 

more complex data 11:~~St hc il1:'~lt to dcfi:~e the lTIodel. 

The inlet thr, : llc was 111odcl1ed ::s a constant flowrate boundary. This was due 

to the fact that it W;:., :1 large rl'CSSllrc t!:'op (roughly 1.5 bar) across a small throat area. 

This meant that tIll' liv\\' did 110t V:lry significantly with the fluctuations in pressure 

downstream 0 f tIl c t! i : ; tt Ie. 

The resistall~"_' or the VA to control ilo\v \vas measured on the steady state test 

rig. This resistancl.' ,\'as Llsed in the modcl. The downstream boundary node for the 

network was the VJ\ .Ii.lt\ct. The preSSl1rl~ ~lt the outlet was set to atmospheric. 
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~ 
1 

.. :) 
2 

Node Description 
IA Inlet 1 hrottle 
B Rotameter 
C Entry to Chopping Valve 
0 Exit from Chopping Valve 
E Pipe splits in two 
F Pipe splits into four 
G Votex Amplifier 

::) 
3 I 

C)I 
0.028 2 

3 0.08 0.1 
4 0.028 0.41 
5 0.014 0.2 
G 0.02 0.2 

4 

:)

! 
r E : 

, I 

5 I 

:): 
'jj 

I;· :/lre 7/ TIl(' Illdsed jlOlV fest rig as modelled by the SUNAS programme 

For sinlplicil:,·, when the pipe split to enter the four separate control ports it was 

entered into the 1110lkl ~lS one pipe with the same flow cross sectional area as the four 

together. Nodes E ;li:d r wcre pipe spl its that were assumed to have ,low resistances 

compared to the Otlh.'1" rcsis(~lIlces in the rig and were thus given nominal resistance 

values. 

Estimating ti i __ ' rotamcter resist:lIlce \vas not straightforward, because it varied 

with the flowrate tIn· illgh the rotan1ctcr. Prcssure measurements across the rotameter, 

along with the VOlUll i_'tric flo\\' 1l1eaSlll"c!~ients from the rotameter itse~f, indicated that it 

varied as: 

] . 480.5 
~otametcr rC'~;lstance, R = -. -2- Pa.s/kg 

m 

The average i ,lass flow through the rotmneter was fixed by the inlet boundary 

Condition, so once thi.; was detcrmined the rotameter resistance could be deduced. 
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Unfortunately the flow through the inlet throttle was not truly constant as the 

pressure drop across i ~ was i IlSU flicient tn cause choking. This meant that the mass flow 

could not be dircctly ,-'stima:cd fronl tIle stcady flow value. A considerable increase in 
.-

pressure downstrea 111 0 f t 11 C i III et t h ru! t 1c occurred when the chopping valve was 

activated. Clearly li.is lead to a significant decrease in the mass flow through the 

throttle from the stc~ldy Oow v~dl1e that could be measured with the rotameter. A more 

complex technique \\;IS required to estilil:ltc the ll1ass flow for this boundary condition. 

The pressure : :lcaSU1"l~ll1Cnt dO\\,11 strc~lln of the throttle was recorded on the test 

rig whilst the choppil:~~ valve W~IS rot:ltillg. This rose during the phase of rotation when 

the chopping valve \\ ~:s c10SL'(L This prc'ssure rise could be used to estimate the average 

mass flow into pipes 1 and :2 f!"Om Eqll~l\ ion 24, assuming they behaved as capacitances. 

When this was donl' it was rOlll1d that fur a chopping valve rotational speed of 400rpm 

the pulsed and stc~ltiy mass /low beh:lved according to the empirical relationship in 

Equation 25. 

. 1 79 . 1.17 
111 :'Iilsed =. msteady 

1~(111(11ion 25 

Once this Cl\~'JtiOll h:ld been t"-'rived all the required inputs to the SUNAS 

program had been j~llil1d. \VI1(~'I1 the n~IJdcl \vas nln the correlation between simulated 

and experimental <.b::l \v~IS excellent. Tl~e results in Figure 72, which are for a steady 

flow rotameter settill:~ of 4 (112.51i/mill) and a rotational speed of 400 rpm, are typical. 

Not only does the programlllc model thc prill1ary pulses well it also follows the 

secondary pressure (hl:illatiow: in the k:l rig. 
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25000 -r--------~::;__-----~::;__---....., 
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FiJ.!,lII·(· '_1 COIllf1If!'iw)// Ojll/('(fSIIU'c! I'f'cssures in test rig and results/rom TLM model 

These resul (:; :lre an ~lCCl1ratc representation of the pressure variation in the VA 

test rig. Therefore tl I,' transmission linc model can be expected to accurately predict the 

mass flow of air thrull:;h thc V A for a \,~Iriety of upstream pressures and chopping valve 

rotational speeds. Tllis was done and somc of the results are shown in Figure 73. The 

throttle position 'a' ~;ives a steady flow or so liiJnin, and throttle position 'b', 112.5 

Ii/min. 
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Figure 73 : .rjhJll' !',Ite.\' tlwollgh tIl(' 1~ 1 lI'ith chopping valve speed 0/400 rpm (TDC=1.95s) 

It can be se\..'l. that tl:<~ peak air no\\' through the VA lasts for roughly 10ms and 

declines slowly. Clc::r1y the vurtex spin up litl1e is small compared to the valve opening 

period. It therefore :,cenlS 111:lt at this :'Il':l::onal speed the effects of unsteady flow on 
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the flow pattern within the VA should be small. This means that the excellent steady 

flow atomisation should be repeated with unsteady flow. 

V. Experimental drop size measurements with pulsed 

airflow through the VA 

To measure droplet sizes the fuel injector was triggered using the top dead centre 

pulse from the chopping valve. This 111eant that the timing of the injection pulse could 

be varied relative to the chopping valve opening time. The accuracy of the relative 

timing was estinlatcd to be around ±3nlS. This was mainly due to a tendency of the 

chopping valve speed to drift frOlTI the 111easured value, which was used to set the delay 

between TDC and the injection pulse. There was also some uncertainty in the response 

time of the relay driving the fuel injector. 

Spray Ineasurl'lnent results for a chopping valve speed of 400rpm are shown in 

Figure 74 for two throttle valve settings. The low flow setting gave a steady flow of 80 

Ii/min, the high flow :'ctting a steady flow of 144 Ii/min. The spray measurements were 

recorded with the injector positioned on the VA chamber axis, and with it offset by 

5mm. 

Vi' 
c e 
u 

I 
0 
~ 
If) 

140 

100 
-tr-Low Flow Central 

80 --e-Low Flow Offset 

60 -e-High Flow Central 

--*-High Flow Offset 

20 

0-
-10 0 10 20 30 

St<lrt of injection pulse. [Time after 
chopping valve TOC (ms)] 

Figllre 7-1 J\'casured spray SMDs in pulsed airflow 

As the choppi!lg valve opens 411 before TDC (about 1.7ms at 400rpm) the spray 

injected before top dead ccntre, which are similar for all four lines, should be in 

quiescent air. Howc\'cr the drop sizes are smaller than those observed for injection into 
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quiescent air in ste:ldy flow (210pm). This implies that there must be sufficient 

movement in the air to disrupt the largest droplets even with the chopping valve closed. 

This is presumably due to undamped flow oscillations. 

As the injectil))l point is llloved forward with respect to TDC, the droplet sizes 

decreases to a nlinilllLllu and then increases back toward the initial value. As would be 

expected smaller droplet sizes are obtained with the higher air flow rate. Figure 73 

shows that the peak :tirflow through the VA is expected to occur between 10 and 20ms 

after TDC. This explains WIly the injection pulse that started 10ms after TDC produced 

the smallest droplet size. The flowr:lte then decreases steadily explaining the increasing 

droplet size. 

The positionillg of the injector, either upon or offset from the VA chamber axis, 

seemed to have only :t small efTect upon the droplet sizes. The general trend seemed to 

be for the offset injl'ctor to prodllce slightly larger droplets, presumably due to the 

sprays proxinlity to the ,vnlls cntlsing nlore of the smaller droplets to be deposited. 

However at the low !low rate the 0 rCset injector produced a smaller minimum droplet 

size. This occurs for the injection st~lrting 10ms after TDC, when the air flow through 

the VA was about 2~01i/nlin. Tn the steady flow tests, the centrally placed injector was 

found to produce a \\'ide scntter of spr:ly SMDs at a range of airflows between roughly 

250 and 300 li/nlin. It was slIggested that in the sprays with the larger SMDs the spray 

had not fully interacL.:'d with the most tllrbulent region of the air flow, which is off the 

chamber axis. This i:-; prob:lhly the explanation for the smaller droplet size achieved by 

the offset injector hl'rc. 
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/'igllre 75 "{ensured spray SMDs vs. Predicted flowrate in pulsed flow 

Figure 75 slh)wS the measured droplet size compared with the instantaneous 

flowrate through the VA during injection. The air flow was calculated from the SUNAS 

predictions. It can be seen that the results are generally similar to the steady flow 

observations in Chapter 8. Again at moderate flo\v rates between 150 and 300 Ii/min a 

large degree of scattcr is seen in the 1lle:lsurements. 

Very s111all droplet sizes are again achieved at flowrates of300 Ii/min or greater. 

This offers c0l1finl1~1( ion th~lt the short spin up tinle of the vortex allows the excellent 

atomisation observed with steady flow 10 be repeated. 

It was hoped that the pulsed 110w through the VA might offer some advantage to 

prevent droplet deposition. Tests \\'er~ conducted with the tube outlet and the long 

diffuser attached to tile V A outlet. As with steady flow it seemed that the effect of 

droplets being flung against the w~llls of the outlets outweighed the particle sizing 

potential of the VA. Varying the injection timing so that it was prior t.o or after the peak 

air flow through the V A W~IS not Sllccc~sful in preventing droplets being flung against 

outlet walls. No s111all droplets \\'(Tl~ measured passing through the tube outlet for 

average air flow rates during injectioll () r greater than about 200 Ii/min. 
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VI. Conclusions 

VA 'spin up' tin1c is short enough so it does not impede very good atomisation 

with pulsed flo\v. TIle quality of atol1lis~ltion observed in the pulsed flow tests was as 

good as that achieve'll with stcady 110w through the VA. It also correlated with the 

average air flow thl\Hlgh the VA during injection (calculated by SUNAS) in much the 

same way as for stc:ldy now. Howcver pulsed flow effects cannot be exploited to 

prevent droplet depo:-;ition. The problem of droplets being flung against the walls of any 

outlet attached to the VA cxit was just ~lS severe as \vith steady flow. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Overall Discussion 

This chapter summarises the work described in this thesis and 

considers the in7plications of using the VA in an engine application. 



Chapter 10 Overa II Discussion 

I. Project Overvie\v 

The thrust of the project \vas to use a vortex amplifier to lower the emissions of 

Spark Ignition engines through the rOtlte of improved mixture preparation. The vortex 

amplifier was chosen as a n1ixture preparing device as it is able to produce a compact 

yet highly turbulent f10\V field. Additionally the VA has already been shown to have 

some ability to reduce pumping ,york when used as a port throttle4
• If it were so 

employed it would be in the ideal position to provide mixture preparation for fuel 

metered and supplied by a n1ulti point injection system. Combining mixture preparation 

and pumping work benefits frOln a V A would provide an attractive route to improved 

economy and reduced en1issions. 

Attempting to assess improvcments in mixture preparation clearly necessitates 

analysing the 110w of a 111ldti-phase mixture. The flow in the outlet of a VA is highly 

complex and three dimensional, and is 110t readily mnenable to numerical analysis. Due 

to this the work dOlle in asscssing the V A perfonnance as a mixture preparation device 

has been largely experin1enta1. Some theoretical treatment of the flow has been 

undertaken to clarify the expcriment~d obscrvations, but this has leaned heavily upon hot 

wire measuren1ents oCthe VA flow ficld by King17. Most of the results presented in the 

project were based upon dircct mC:l:-;urCl11ent of droplets produced in the VA by a 

Malvern particle SiZl'r. 

This chapter considcrs these rcsu Its in the light of the intended use of the VA 

Within an SI engine. The prospects ror the successful implementation of a combined 

port throttling and spray atolllising \'.\ ~!!"e assessed. 

II. Choosing a 'J A f.je~::.;rnctry 

The initial experimcl1t~ll work in the project set out to establish the capacity for 

the vortex flo,v to produce linc1y atollli:~f_'d sprays. It was also desi~ed to evaluate the 

effect of the VA gcumetry lIpon the dre"';! let size produced. The results, presented in 

Chapter 4, showed that the VA could (lisrupt a fuel jet at levels of control flow that 

Would be experienced in engine ope:-:)! ::m. The effectiveness of the atomisation was 

destroyed by the deposition of spray O!l llic walls downstream of the injector. Thus any 

effect that internal VA gcomctry .l~:!r_! C·ll the spray was insignificant compared to 
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designing the outlet gC0111ctry to 111il1il1lis(' the deposition. If this could be achieved then 

the atomisation could be exploited \"hilst selecting the VA geometry to give optimum 

control of the air flow. 

In his thesis, Abdul- \Vallab ohsl::-\'cd that the requirements which the VA must 

satisfy are: 

a) To have (IS little l'({('fI!1I11 as possible in the supply plenum 

(ill/([ke) during inr!uClin:l, so that the piston may confront less 

l'(fCIl1ll11 ut lVO. 

b) Al idle, the required mnss of air trapped in the cylinder at IVC 

is I hat jus! needed I Jr combustion to overcome total engine 

frictional losses. T!,'!'rclore, the VA should provide the 

eqllivalent \'{fCIIlIIII to ('ontrol the charge density at IVC. 

c) AI higher speeds, 1\11;('/1 the engine draws its maximum flow 

through the '~1, tlw 1 '.1 11lroat area must be large enough to 

{/\'oid chokfng the }/O\l'. 

To achieve these ail~1s is comp::,:, as they impose different constraints on the 

YA flow characteristic. A dl.:.'sign givi:::~1 low control pressure ratio be~een the vortex 

state and nonl1al stllG would satisfy rC(;l!irClllcnt (a). However a VA sized to give the 

required flow at idlG conditions \vOll; l choke at high engine powers, and so could 

probably only be si/ed to mcet onc 0 [' r .. 'qllirenlents (b) and (c). This is because the 

control ports in a low CPR (ksign arL' 1:::'11,: and so a small sized VA would be needed to 

achieve the required cylinder V~ICtlU:n :~~ ; .!Ic. Similarly, a high turn down ratio design 

should satisfy (b) and (c) but would ~l>:'_' a considerably higher vacuum in the supply 

plenum. Abdul \ValLlb did !lot adeqll~l~'.~:y resolve this dilemma for a 4 cylinder engine. 

However his work 011 a singk cylil1dLT ~'::"ille \vas sufficiently promising to believe that 

further investigation could provide :1 ~,;'" ;'Y~lctory solution. A reasonable starting point 

would be a conlproll1ise geomctry \\'hi· 1:::1:1ximiscs the 'performance index', which is 
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defined as the ratio of TDR/CPR. St::;:1 geometry was used in the second phase of 

testing in this project, as described in CL:i:iter 5. 

There arc rl'asonahL~ grounds !~)r opt11111S111 that further investigation would 

produce a VA based port throttling sy:~tclll applicable to a 4 cylinder engine. If this 

were so it could ,tlso take advanta~lc o[ the atomisation benefits available. The 

independence of the ato11115:lt1011 cffcc~; veness frol11 VA geometry means that the only 

constraint that would be pbced on tiL' "._'omctry of the VA so that it could combine 

atomisation ,vith throttling would be ::l:tt it had a low chamber height. This would 

prevent spray being deposit'~'d within th_~ hody of the VA. All high performance VAs 

have a low aspect ratio, so any VA port 1)11"()ttling system should meet this requirement. 

It is worth Iloting t11:1t thcl ... ? ::; :! pcculiarity in the steady state performance 

reported by Abdul Wahab ror tIle : I :i: i:11 VA he designed. The geometry and 

performance indices oft11is device :1l"C ':!i'l1mariscd in Figure 76. It displayed superior 

steady state perfOfl11:ll1Ce to the Vi\S t:.,t,..?cl in this project, and those observed in the 

literature by K.ingl:' when cOJllpilin~' L':~~urc 7, page 27. There is a significant 

improvement in turn do\vn r:ltio over tl::.~ 'n;1tim1sed' design, at a lower CPR. This leads 

to a considerably higher l)(.'r('orl11:1I1c,_' i::dex. However it is not believed that this 

performance would be repc:1~:lhlc. /'.l) r ': irted hy Kitsios24
, and observed in Chapter 5, 

-
instability due to illtcractioll bCt\\'l'~'ll ': 'r.\ and a test rig can significantly affect the 

steady state pcrfonn:mce ... \" 110 Cn~)rt \\';:S made to stabilise his test rig it is likely that 

the high performancl..' obscn'I..'d hy 1\ hd':! \\r~lh~lh ~lrose from such an instability. 
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V A used by Abdul- Optimum geometry 

Wahab for high 

performance index 

Chamber height/Thrnat rad i tI ~ 0.58 0.38 

Chamber radius/Exi l radius G.4 2.5 

Control jet area/Exit area 0.29 0.29 

Reported Control Pressure J~:ltio (Cl'iZ j 11.2 1.3 

Reported Turn Down Ratio (TDR) 121 16 

Performance Index (TDRlCI11Z) 
I 

17.5 12.5 

ri,!!,III'(' 7(; ('Ofllparison oj VA performance. 

III. Droplet formation in steady air flows 

As already lllentioned in ~ectio!l If, and detailed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 8, 

the VA was capable ofprodllcing \'cr:, !j!le sprays in steady airflow. ,The limit to its 

ability to shatter droplets W~IS dck!':~li!~,'d \)y the level of airflow. The required flow to 

achieve an SMD below 50p!11 (the he~:[ :l\':lilable llsing current air shrouded atomisers) 

was a control flov\' of 320 li/Illin. '1'1:;; improved to an SMD of 25Jlm at 400 Ii/min 

(Figure 56, Chaph'r 8). The 1l11111C:'ic::ll lTIodel1ing in Chapter 7 showed that this 

excellent ato1l1isation is due to the il:!'..·::::\~ local turbulence in the exit throat of the VA. 

These i1owr~ltes can e:\si 1:/ hi' compared with those experienced in engine 

.9peration. During inductioll the pl.':l!: :l"ISS flowrate of air into the cylinder of an SI 

engine, QMAX, is: 

) -A (V) 
. II! .. '« P P max 

Ap and Vp arc the arL'a ~l11cl ve ~ ;ci ty of the piston respectively. The lowest air 

flowrates into a cylillder are cxperi·,"lC"! :\t idle. Typical engine speed at idle in an SI 

engine is 800rpll1. Thus for:\ L100 C::i
3 (.'J'linder revolving at 800 rpm,. the peak flow rate 

during induction would be ~ljlproxilll::ll:>' ! 000 li/ll1in. 

It is also pO:isiblc to ,_':~tilll::~': 1 .',' mass flo\vrate into the cylinder during valve 

Opening that \\'ould give tl~c rC'lui:\:: idle vacuum, which is about 0.7 bar below 

atmospheric pressure, For ~l ,l()() C:~1J •. ; ~,troke, cylinder this is roughly 0.003 kg/so As 

the density of air at 0.7 bar \,:lCllLlIll ,is (:,~~\ghn3, this equates to a volumetric flowrate of 
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640Ii/min. Therefore flow through a ',I ,\ used as a port throttle would be sufficient to 

atomise the spray cncctivc1y. 

This silnplc ~!Ilalysis !:1ils to t:1
L

C into account the effect of air density upon the 

atomisation. In Chapter 7, rquatit.;~ j ~ shows that: 

( )
Ys 

LIm,. OC ~ 

This inlplics that droplet si/.,~'s ill the flo\v ll1ight be up to 25% bigger than that 

predicted froln thc tcsts in this prl'.!C"t, which were carried out with the VA outlet 

discharging to atll10~phcric prCSSllrl', : rowever even if this was the case, the droplet 

sizes produced wOllld still llL: c()!'~:i . Tab1y smaller than those from current pintle 

injectors. 

IV. Effect of pulsed ~~tffow 

It was felt that any cOllsidc:':I~;OIl of applying a VA as a mixture preparation 

device would be inCOlnp1ctc withOl:t :! ~·~tudy of ho\v the pulsed airflow in a SI engine 

would affect the atolllisation, To t11::: "!ld, a test rig was set up with a rotating valve, to 

pulse the air flo\v through tl,t.: V1\. :l _,:tlly tests \vould have been carried out upon a 

motored engine, so the resl\1t.~ could L,-' :lpplied to SI engines with very high confidence. 

This would have cll:lbled study oC tlll: V A ato111isation throughout the range of flows 

encountered in engil iCS and l'll~lb1cd t: :.~ c!Tcct of variables such as cylinder vacuum to 

be studied. HOWC\\.T thc c()w:tr~lill!:< I r time limited the tests to the more basic study 
-
described in Chapfl'r 9. 

Although thL'se \vcrc prclil1:>"'1 tests of VA behaviour, they allowed it to be 

established that the linlc co: I~;tallt ~ldciatcd \vith VA spin up is sufficiently small to 

allow spray atomis:ifion to he ~lcLil:\"-~ll with pulsed flow similar in n~ture to that 

encountered in engil1es. TL~ spray :;:dDs achieved with pulsed airflow were just as 

encouraging as thosc achic\"cd with ~>~'ady flow. The spray size achieved correlated 

with the mean air now (~IS prcdic: _' i 1'1'0111 a transmission line model) during the 

injection pulse in a \'cry si Ill: br way; ; the steady air flow rate in the earlier tests. This 

is an important result, \Vl1ich ~~~I'Cllgtl ':s the case for further study of a VA atomisation 

system. 
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V. rJlouclled ~: ~hnvi ~:ur 

Models of VA beh~l\'iour b:1~~ed upon extensive flow field measurements [17] 

were described in C:iapter (, :lI1d ell 'qlter 7. These provided insight into the processes 

occurring within the VA .. 

Chapter 7 ckarly rC!:lted the excellent atomisation observed in experiments to 

the high level of turbulence in the VA outlet. Chapter 6 analysed the motion of a 

droplet within the VA flow field. It highlighted the main obstacle to achieving 

improved mixture prepar~lti~)fl in ,Ill engine. This was the tendency of the VA to 

centrifuge droplets utlt of the :lirflo\\' :11ld against the walls of the outlet. Guided by this 

work the VA tested in C:t:; ;lk:- g (>;teac1y flow) and Chapter 9 (pulsed flow) was 

constructed with a low Ch;II1lI'II~T hci~<.t and no parallel section at the outlet throat. Short 

diffusers were iitted to it for testing ::'ld spray JlleaSUrement. In spite of this no practical 

geometry yet tested has bCL'i] ~lblc to prevent this centrifuging effect. Suggestions for 

other strategies th:lt may l1Up·~rlllly c!::ninate ihis are contained in Chapter 11. 

VI. Reli:.bility ,:~nd t.;Jplic3bility of Results 

The work d i .')cussc:d ::1 1 his c} ::ptcr has concentrated on conditions where only 

control flow is p:l~~sing til: )::2,'11 t1 ,VA. In an SI engine application this would 

correspond to oper~ding poildS :Irou:: ! idle. This is the area to which most effort has 

been directed beC:lllse at tl (esc ()P~':':ltillg points there is little air flow to provide 

atomisation. The highest cC:l(rol ni;'V at which atomisation was measured on the test 

rig was 400 lihnin, ~:nd tllc typicll ~; \. 10 at this flow rate was 25 Jlm. The flow rates 

encountered at idle ill a typiC't1 :llltol!l;,I)ile SI engine would be above this (III). 

Clearly the L_'SUltS ['0;' ~~k~ldy I 'ow indicate that even at the lowest flow rates into 

a cylinder the VA will prud .!ce exc,-: lent ato1l1isation. This finding can be combin~d 

with the pulsed flo\\' resul(c;. \\'],;Cl1 : :10W that the VA has a very small spin up time. 

This allows steady 11o\v rC:-)lll ts to 11<-.' I'('~d across to the unsteady conditions encountered 

in real engines. Thus there i:-; a Ili,:,li degree of confidence that the VA would produce 

Very fine sprays in ~l:l SI Cl1g: lh~ :11 i"l~: conditions. 

Very little clfort ill rile CIIIT'::t project was directed towards studying droplet 

formation in the V j\ with C{'IJ:!Jill~il i ~lS or supply and control flow. This decision was 
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made for a number of re;lSOllS. 'The proportions of supply and control flow passing 

through the VA would dl';wnd UpOll the strategy adopted for using the VA as a port 

throttle. Addition~llly it W;lS f,:lt tl:Jt engine idle would be the most severe design 

constraint, due to til,: small ;1~llOl!l1t or now available for atomisation. 

Some cxtrapolatio!l 0 r t he engine results is possible to operating conditions 

above idle based on Figure ~,), p:lge 124 and Figure 60, page 125. 

Figure GO shows tlll_' S \/1 D 0 f the spray produced by the VA for mixtures of 

supply and control now, ~Il ;1 volullle:ric flow rate of 400 Ii/min. It can be seen that the 

SMD remains bcne:lth 50PIll until til,: supply flow increases above 50% of the mix. In 

an engine, flow rak~ will Iv: c()n~)i(krably above 400li/min for operating points above 

idle. 

Figure 59 slH)wS a co:np:I:-iSOll of droplet atomisation with pure supply flow and 

pure control 1low lhrougll the Vi\. It can be seen that the supply flow gives 

significantly \vorsc :ltomi:):l:ioll. At a flo\\' rate of 400li/min the pure supply flow 

produces a droplet size or :lrlllllld lOOpnl. Some reduction in SMD can be expected at 

the significantly higher flo\\' r:ltL'~; e~pcrienced at wide open throttle. However, there is 

no evidence that till' VA \\'\)uLi pcrronn significantly better than current technology at 

high power. 

These consi(~cratio:l,-~ !!lC:l!l 111:1t the excellent atomising performance of the VA 

at engine idle will llrobably l'xkllli I!~roughout low and mid power operation. At high 

power no signific .. m: ben .. ::~: \',1ill bc experienced. However the operation of a normal 
-
automobile enginc is prl'dt l llli!1:lI1tly at lo\\' to mid power where the benefits are 

obtained. 

VII. Appdcat:o:l of v/ork to Spark Ignition engines 

The results oCthis pro:,:ct :11"C encouraging with respect to the aim ofimprovirig 

mixture preparation in an S I en~linc with a VA. However considerable further work 

needs to be donc to hring 11 il' ;)l"oj ,:ct to fruition. 

In particubr. worl: 11i.'1_"!~ to b·,: done designing a practical system combining the 

throttling and atolllisatio11 L':llClits of the VA. This will involve overcoming the 

significant problems caused h:/ t1:c tendency of the VA to deposit droplets on the walls 

of any downstrc~ll11 pipew(.l"I:, 
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Chapter11 Conclusions 

I. Summary of conclusions by chapter 

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief summary of the major 

conclusions that have been I1l~de in this thesis. 

I.i Chapter 1 

This chapter revicws the elllissions problems of the Spark Ignition engine and 

identifies the potential to reduce enlissions by improving mixture preparation. The 

main conclusions of the ch~pter ~lre: 

• Environmental concerns are leading to increasing stringent legislative controls 

on vehicular enlissions throughout the world. 

• EnlissiollS are 1110st severe in an engine operating after cold start due to the 

mixture enrichnlcnt required to ensure combustion in the engine cylinder. This problem 

is compounded by the fact that elllissions catalysts have not achieved their light off. 

temperature in this range of operation. 

• Inlprovelllcnt of mixture preparation will enhance the effectiveness of any 

strategy adopted to rcduce c:llissions. This is because the improvement allows a leaner 

mixture to burn in the cylinder improving engine economy. 

• Improved lnixturc pl"Cp~lration is especially significant in the cold start regime 

as it reduces the amount or cI1richment required to ensure combustion. 

• Current injector technology is cheap and easily incorporated within an engine 

_management system, but C1I11lot produce sprays with SMDs below 50 Jlm. 

• The 'target drop let s i /.c Cor a spray to prevent fuel deposition within the intake 

port is ~oughly 1 0 ~lln. 

• Many devices klvc been shown to produce extremely good nlixture 

preparation by utilising highly turbulent airflow. However none has yet found 

application within an SI cngi ne. 

• A vortex inducing m:1ni fold has been used to enhance mixture preparation and 

shown a measurable reduction in BSFC. 

I.ii Chap:Jr2 

This chapter reviews !he literature on vortex amplifiers. The main conclusions 

from the chaptey arc: 
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• The VA contains a compact region of highly turbulent flow at the outlet 

throat. This would be ideal f1r atomising a spray. 

• A previous study h:IS sl10wn that a VA can be used as a port throttling device 

within an SI engine to redllCl_' part load pumping work. 

Liii Chapt':~r 3 

This chaptcr descrihes tcchniques used for spray measurement. The maIn 

conclusions are: 

• The Malvern p:lrticlc sizer offers a rapid and flexible method for the 

measurement of droplet sizc~; ill sprays. It has been successfully applied by previous 

researchers. 

• n-Heptan8 will b\~ used to form the spray rather than gasoline to reduce 

evaporation of the spray. 

• Refraction of the 1:lser beanl used by the Malvern particle sizer can lead to 

erroneous results. This elTl'ct is known as beam steering. Photographs of the spray 

must be taken to validate tIle \Ltlvcrn particle sizer measurements. 

Liv Chap:;·r 4 

This chapter deals with the design and testing of a variable geometry vortex 

amplifier. The n1a1n conclu:;i,)l1s are: 

• Photographs withill tllC body of the VA indicate that in the control flow state 

the VA shatters the rueljet c!rcctively. 

• Small droplets ~lre !lung out of the airflow and deposited on the walls of the 

VA chamber and otltlct di lrl::'~r. This Ineans the spray produced by the VA has a higher 

SMD than that produced by :! lC ruel injector. 

• The effect of Vi\ internal geometry on spray formation is insignificant in 

comparison with designing the outlet geometry to minimise spray deposition. 

I.v Chapt ~r 5 

This chapter dcscrih,'s the design and steady flow testing of a new VA. The 

main conclusions arc: 

• The design al~~()'":: 11m developed by King provides an effective basis for 

designing a VA. 
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• VA instability cm significantly affect the results obtained from steady flow 

tests. 

• An appropriate. choice of non-dimensional length to allow the scaling of 

results between VAs of di rrl'!'ing geOllletry is Vd; AT 

Lvi Chapt.}r 6 

This chapter presellts :1 model of droplet motion through the VA based upon hot 

wire velocity Ineasuren1ents of the airflow. The main conclusions are: 

• The high tangential velocity in the outlet flow from the VA means that small 

droplets will tend to be centri fuged out of the airflow. 

• The chamber h('i~l!lt of the VA should be kept small, and any exit diffuser 

should be as short as possihk . 

• Some ilnprovelncnt ill spray penetration may be obtained by injecting the spray 

at a position offset fr0l11 the V A chaillber axis. 

This chapter descri\)I_'s a model of droplet breakup within the VA. The main 

conclusions are: 

'. The availahle lwt '.\'ire measurements of fluctuating velocity within a VA can 

be applied in a 1110dl'l of droplet hreakup in turbulent flow. 

• The model predict:; l11~Lximum droplet sizes of below 50 flm can be achieved 

_ by the airflo\v in the VA. 

• The nlodel predicts th~lt the 1110St turbulent regions in the outlet (and hence the 

regions with the gre:l!est a~o~llisillg effect) lie off the central axis of the VA. 

Lvii i C h (": p ~\~ r D 

This chapter presellts tIlC results from the measurement of droplet sizes with 

steady air flo\v through tlll' V.\ designed in chapter 5. The main conclusions are 

• The VA i~; an c.\trL'lllcly effective atomiser in the vortex state. At 400 Iilmin 

Sprays with an SMD of25 pm are produced. 

• There is ~I signi !iCl!lt level of scatter in the results of SMD measurement for 

intermediate levels of COlltl",)! flow in the vortex state. This scatter disappears if an 

offset injector is used. Tlli::; :,~:)sL:rvation is believed to be due to the non repeatability of 
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spray flow path through tile VA. At intermediate control flow rates it is possible that 

the spray will not he di~pcrsed to the most turbulent regions of the airflow .. This 

problem does not occur with ~m offset injector as it discharges spray into these turbulent 

regions as was showl1 in CII:qlter 7 

• The low chmllbcr height and omission of a parallel section in the outlet throat 

in the design of the VA prevents droplet deposition occurring within the body of the 

VA. 

• Droplet dcpositill!l downstream of the VA remains a significant problem. The 

attachment of any ddwnst :-C:lIll diffuser or pipe to the VA outlet causes an increases in 

the SMD observed ;It the IllcaSllren1ent zone caused by the deposition of the smaller 

droplets in the spray. Lon~.~cr lengths of pipe lead to complete deposition of the spray. 

• Advancing the illjcctor position into the VA body does not significantly 

reduce droplet deposition 

• There is evidence for some beam steering effecting the Malvern particle sizer 

measurements. It is cstill1:lted that this could mean the results overestimate the actual 

spray SMD by up to 10%. 

• Airflo\v providcd by a 111ixture of supply and control flow still provides 

effective aton1isatiol1 provi d i I1g stlpply flow does not account for more than about 40 % 

of the total flo\v. 

• Airflows ll1ade lip of supply flow only were more effective at atomising the 

spray than flows CO!lt8ini :l~.l ;1 small proportion of control flow. This is because the 

swirl imparted by t11c cOlltl"01 flow disperse~ the spray away from the region of peak 

velocity in the centre ortllc VA. 

l.ix Ch~;;:cr 9 

This chapter prescl1~s the results of tests and modelling with pulsed airflow 

through the VA. The main conclusions are: 

• The SUNi\S network al1alysis software allows excellent modelling of the flow 

through the pulsed now test rig. This modelling was used to estimate the airflow rate. 

• The droplet sizes 111C:\Surcd with pulsed airflow correlated well with the steady 

flow results, based upon tl:'~ il1st<lIltaneous flow rate estimate by the SUNAS model. 

• The VA spin up ti::IC \\';\S very short and did not affect droplet formation. 
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• The pulsed flow could 110t be utilised to reduce droplet deposition 

I.x Ch::1;~:cr 10 

Chapter 10 considers the work in this thesis In the light of an SI engIne 

application. The nwin concl:lsions \vere: 

• The independellce of atOlnisation from VA internal geometry allows the 

atomisation benefits to by combined with the pumping work reduction obtained from 

using the VA as a port throttle. 

• Significant reduction in droplet deposition must be achieved if the VA is to 

provide an effective method 0 [improving mixture preparation in SI engines. 

• If droplet deposition can be avoided then the VA will provide excellent 

mixture preparation throughout low to mid power engine operation. This should 

substantially reduce cmissiol;s ~lncr a cold start. 

II. Overvievl 

Progress has been m:lde in evaluating the atomisation potential of the VA. The 

most significant findil1gs or the project are: 

• Extrel11cly good :tt,llllis:ltion has been demonstrated. 

• The Mal\'crn p:lrt:c!e sizer is an effective and accurate method of obtaining 

large quantities of spray mC':!SlIITl11ent data. 

• The nun1cricalmodcls of VA behaviour in chapter 6 and 7 agree well with the 

- experimental results and provide valuable insight into the processes occurring in the 

VA. 

• The SUNAS 11: . .'t\\'ork model of the pulsed flow test rig shows excellent 

agreement with the cXpCrill1lT:t:t1 measurements. 

• Good atol1l isatioll cm b,~ achieved with pulsed flow. 

The problem of drd;:lct deposition prevents the VA from being an extremely 

effective route to cllhanciI1". SI '~'ngine emissions performance. Chapter 12 presents 

suggestions for work that 111 ight overcome this problem. 
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I. Introduc!ion 

This project has demonstrated the effectiveness of the VA in producing very 

well atomised sprays. However the spray is rapidly deposited on the walls downstream 

of the injection point in any ge0111etry that could be adopted practically in an SI engine. 

Most of the work suggested in this section is directed towards reducing the amount of 

spray flung against the \valls ortlle diffuser and pipework downstream of the VA. This 

problem must be resolved j f the VA is prove an effective mixture preparation device. 

II. Changing the VA diffuser geometry 

All the VAs tested ill the CLltTent project have either had no diffuser fitted, or 

have been fitted with an ~1.'\i:ll diffuser. In an engine application a diffuser would be 

necessary, however the spr:ly produced by the VA tended to be completely deposited 

within any diffuser ofpracticd length. 

One way to address t 11 i s problem would be to replace the axial diffuser with a 

radial one. Figure 77 shows a simple schematic of a VA fitted with a Radial diffuser. 

The high tangential velocities in the VA are responsible for flinging the droplets against 

the walls. Ho\vevcr in the r:l'-li:1I diffuser this problem should not arise as the flow in the 

diffuser is in the S~1ll1e direction as the tangential velocity. The axial velocity of the flow 

in the VA outlet 111 ight sli II e~Hlse droplet deposition against the walls of a radial 

diffuser, but as the magnitll!.lc or axial velocity is much lower than that of tangential 

velocity (typically the veloc i [y r~lt io Inight be 4 to 1) in the control flow only state the 

problem should be signif!c':tlltly improved. Obviously some droplet deposition by 

turbulence would still occur, btlt the deposition of the entire spray that was observed in 

the axial diffuser SL'CI11S less likely. 
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~~~~!~r )~rc __ 
'j,,\ Chamber ) ~ 

Fuel injection 

Fi,~~If"C 77 ,\'chematic of a VA fitted with a Radial diffuser 

Although there arc considerable grounds for optimism that a radial diffuser 

would reduce the spray depe < t cd on the walls there are drawbacks to the use of a radial 

diffuser. 

Disadvantages: 

• Large volU111e 0 f radial d i Cruser introduces time lag between injector and cylinder 

• Not easy to connect outL,t li'om radial diffuser to cylinder 

• Research has s110wn tll:!t r:!di:ll diffuser increases supply flow resistance of the VA 

compared to axial diffusl..':' ~;o J'lxlucing engine performance at wide open throttle. 

Clearly a considerable ~\tnount of investigation would be required to evaluate the 

effect of a radial diffuser hoth on atomisation and engine performance. This 

investigation would probably have to be mainly experimental with initial work directed 

towards establishing the r;I!1~rc of droplet sizes carried through the diffuser without 

impacting. 

III. CFD anai:/::::} of two phase flow through the VA 

A CFD solution for t1;,_' flow of air and fuel inside an Vortex Amplifier would be 

very desirable. It '.vould ,II!\ )"\' :\ clearer insight into the processes occurring within the 

VA, and could test how Cl1;I:l~;CS in geometry might effect those'processes and thus the 

mixture preparation, It cOliL~ :t11ow rapid evaluation of the effect of modifications such 

as a radial diffuser or close co' 1p1 i ng to an engine cylinder. 

The reason that a CF!) ::olution for the flow in the VA was not pursued within 

the current project was dUl' '. ; the extreme complexity of the task in the time available. 

The flow in the outlet of a \,(~!·tcx amplifier is notoriously hard to model. Even a single 
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phase model dealing with.i list the air flow would require around 60000 nodes and take 

many months to develop. 

In addition to this it is desirable to know how the air and fuel interact. An 

accurate model for the brc::l: l!P () f a single droplet in turbulent flow, does not currently 

exist as was illustrated by tl,'_' l:tcratllre review in Chapter 7. Interfaces between CFD 

and spray models arc compk'.'\. Some adaptation of the models in this thesis for droplet 

motion and breakup might p:Jssibly be successfully linked with a CFD model describing 

the air flow in the VA. 

In light of these cOI1::idcr:ltiol1s it is clear that generating a realistic CFD model 

of fuel injection into a vortc',': ;!11l;11ifier would involve a major programme of work, and 

would have to be suppOI~r,'d by experimental testing to provide validation of the 

numerical predicliol1s. Ho\\".:\'cr the predictions from the model might allow rapid 

progress in finding a soluti,)ll In the problem of spray deposition. 

IV. Engine T;~E:t::lg of VA 

It is possible that C()lL~llCt ing engine tests using a VA as a mixture preparation 

device might re\T:d emis,j\\\:,; :!!ld economy benefits. Although the high amount of 

spray deposition clUsed h:: ;:1,-' VA means that the injected fuel would not enter the 

engine cylinder as :1 hOnl()~'r~'! I'JLlS mixture, advantages might be conferred from the high 

degree of spray at()J11jsatio!~, T:li~; is because spray evaporation rates would be very high 

prior to deposition. Also t!l,-~ ~:i/.c of the deposited droplets is so small that any fuel film 

formed should be \'cry til ill, :: l1d thus evaporated quickly. It is believed that these 

factors would contribute lu j :11 proving the preparation of the mixture entering the 

cylinder, when com parcd \\:: il :1 conventional fuel injector. 

An additioll:t1 adv:I:,':I;'" is that this approach could be coupled with res'ear~h to 

improve the utility of a \';\ :1:-) a port throttle. This combined approach'might yield 

appreciable benefits in cng::i'~' jiL'rfonnance. 

An addition:l1 Optil::l l\l prOll1ote evaporation of deposited droplets would be to 

introduce heating 0 r the c> I : 1]1, k-r pOli downstream of the VA. As the VA deposits all 

the drops within a short lc:l'.'l~l nl'the outlet only a small portion of the wall would have 

to be heated to c";lporate (: :,' !'::'~'l fihn on the walls. This would reduce the heating of 
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the air drawn into the Cy!i!l(k:- :lnd thus reduce the impact on volumetric efficiency 

associated with sYStL'I11S tll:11 11(,:lt the entire port to promote full evaporation. 

It seems clc~I:- that \'.'itll pOli heating a VA atomising device might demonstrate a 

measurable advanta~e OVlT :1 conventional fuel injector, particularly in combination 

with a VA port throttling ~,::~;tCIl1. However the maximum benefit cannot be obtained 

from the fine spray produc-'.I i!l a VA if the spray is allowed to impact with the walls. 

To make the VA atoll1isin~~ concept sufficiently attractive for adoption in SI engines a 

strategy to minimise dropkt l!'_'j)l)sition should be adopted. 

V. Close cO',:;:ijng of VA and engine cylinder. 

If the VA cOlIld be l110l!!ltccI directly onto the inlet valve of the engine cylinder, 

without any intcn'c!ling eli :':'~l ;'_'1" or pipework, then the mixture preparation benefits of 

the using the VA co~,!Id be : ---: .'c!. This testing could examine the change in the engines 

brake specific fucl cdnslllllp:i()!l ~l!1cl emissions when the air was drawn into the cylinder 

via the control aull :;upply PI )1·tS. The fine atomisation achieved by injecting the spray 

into control flow should slh )\\' up in significant efficiency and emissions benefits. 

Although this test:! 1::.' would be valuable to quantify the benefit to engine. 

performance potcnti:dly ~l\,:::!,tldc from improved mixture preparation, it would be 

difficult to build a product:\'!1 I,:!lgine to this design. This is because the cylinder head 

geometry would La\'c to ell:1:;l::1 the VA, the fuel injector and the poppet valve. An 

additional disadv~lI1t;lge is tl::l: !hc installation of the VA, close coupled to the cylinder 

would probably fl'sult in S~),ll'.~ loss of ram tuning. This might be offset by using VA 

instability to supcrcl:~lrge 1:1' •. ' ,':::~inc, but this is as yet an untested concept that requires 

validation. 

VI. Con '~lu~;' :-
~ ...J. I"'''' 

Whilst this project ]i.i'; (icl11ol1strated the VAs considerable atomising potential 

the application to 1111pro\'l'd !!1:--: 1ure preparation in an SI engine still presents several 

difficulties. A prugr:lI11 of 1·(:.;\.?:!l"Ch, based on some or all of the recommendations in this 

chapter, is required tu iden~ i :':: t;:e best strategy for incorporating a VA in an SI engine. 
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